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Kurzfassung

Bildverarbeitung (BV) kommt in diversen Bereichen wie zum Beispiel der Mikrosko-
pie, medizinischen Diagnostik und Maschinenbau zum Einsatz. BV-Software steuert
die BV-Methoden und ermöglicht die Auswahl und Parametrisierung der Verfahren
durch den Benutzer. Oft haben Benutzer aus den Anwendungsbereichen wenig BV-
Wissen und haben entweder einen hohen Aufwand, sich mit einer BV-Software oder
-Methode vertraut zu machen, oder sind in manchen Fällen gar nicht in der Lage
ein gegebenes BV-Problem mit einer Software zu lösen. Das liegt zum Teil daran,
dass die Benutzer nicht in der Lage sind, die zugrundeliegenden Methoden passend
zusammenzustellen und sie zu parametrisieren. Diese Kluft zwischen Benutzern und
Methoden wird als semantische Lücke bezeichnet. Sie verhindert, dass Anwender
verfügbare BV-Methoden in vollem Umfang nutzen. Wir überbrücken diese seman-
tische Lücke mit dem Wizard Interaktionsmuster. Dieses führt den Anwender Schritt
für Schritt durch die Lösung eines Problems, in diesem Fall aus dem Bereich der BV.
BV-Wizards unterstützen, beschleunigen und vereinfachen die Interaktion eines An-
wenders mit BV-Methoden und übersetzen Begri�e aus der BV in Begri�e aus dem
Anwendungsgebiet bzw. dem normalen Sprachgebrauch.
Diese Arbeit stellt einen Leitfaden zur Erstellung von BV-Wizards zur Verfügung

und übersetzt exemplarisch vier BV-Probleme aus den Lebenswissenschaften in vier
BV-Wizards: Der Cortex-Wizard führt Mediziner durch die Segmentierung der Hirn-
rinde. Der CI-Wizard führt Mediziner durch die Segmentierung von anatomischen
Strukturen des Mittel- und Innenohres zur Planung von Cochlea Implantationen. Der
NVD-Wizard führt Mediziner durch die Segmentierung verschiedener Strukturen für
die Planung einer neurovaskulären Dekompression. Der Cell-Shape-Wizard führt
Biologen durch die Segmentierung von Zellen in Fluoreszenzmikroskopien.
Benutzerstudien bewerten Funktionalität und Benutzbarkeit der Wizards mit Fra-

gebögen, Messungen von Zeit und Segmentierungsqualität. Sie zeigen, dass die
vorgestellten BV-Wizards die semantische Lücke zwischen Anwendern und BV-Me-
thoden schlieÿen können. Mit den Wizards konnten die Probanden komplexe BV-
Probleme lösen, die sie ohne Wizard nicht so einfach und schnell hätten lösen können.
Der Zeitbedarf wurde in allen Wizard als akzeptabel bezüglich der jeweiligen BV-
Fragestellung bewertet. Benutzer bewerteten die Benutzbarkeit als hoch, die Seg-
mentierungsqualität als ausreichend. Zusätzlich erleichterten die medizischen Wiz-
ards die Orientierung in den Bilddaten und Übersicht über die relevante Anatomie.
Eine Wizard-basierte Segmentierung lässt sich mit dem vorgestellten Leitfaden zur
Erstellung von BV-Wizards auch auf andere BV-Probleme übertragen und ermöglicht
die Entwicklung von leicht benutzbaren Softwarewerkzeugen. Benutzerstudien helfen
Probleme in der Benutzbarkeit zu identi�zieren und zu lösen.
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Abstract

Image processing (IP) methods solve di�erent tasks in a variety of domains. To use
IP tools or correctly parametrize IP methods, their life scientist users need to acquire
IP knowledge and time to become acquainted with a tool and sometimes they are
not able to use a tool or method at all. We call this the semantic gap between
life scientists and IP methods. It keeps users from utilizing the potential bene�t of
high-end IP methods.
To bridge the semantic gap between life scientists and IP methods, we apply the

wizard interaction pattern and guide life scientist step by step through a solution of a
speci�c IP problem. IP wizards support, accelerate, and ease the interaction between
user and tool. They mask IP pipeline and parameter adjustment and translate IP
terms into domain terminology. This thesis exemplary translates four segmentation
tasks from the life-science domain into four IP wizards to develop a design-guide for
IP wizards: The Cortex-Wizard guides a physician user through cortex segmenta-
tion in magnetic resonance data imaging (MRI) data, the CI-Wizard segments ear
structures for cochlear implant planning from computed tomography (CT) data, the
NVD-Wizard guides the physician through segmentations for neurovascular decom-
pression planning in MRI data, and the Cell-Shape-Wizard guides the user through
active contours based cell segmentation in �uorescence micrographs. We conducted
user studies to evaluate functionality and usability of the wizards. Studies included
questionnaires, user feedback, time recording, and an assessment of segmentation
quality and tested user groups with di�erent levels of domain experience.
Our studies show that the proposed IP wizard bridge the semantic gap between

life scientists and IP methods. Users were able to perform complex IP tasks with
the wizards they could not perform with any other tool. Run time was at least
acceptable, usability was rated high, and the segmentation quality was su�ciently
high in all the wizards. With each wizard run, the medical IP wizards enabled less
experienced users to faster know their way in data and anatomy.
Our approach is applicable for many other IP tasks. Following the design guide,

speci�ed tools with a high usability can be developed. User studies for IP tools allow
for a quick assessment and re�nement of usability issues and are applicable for other
IP tools as well.
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1 Introduction: Semantic Gap between
Life Scientists and Image Processing
Methods

Medical image processing is a complex �eld that is applied in many medical applica-
tion areas . During my time in Leipzig, we performed segmentations and visualization
for various intervention planning projects, e.g. a case study for tumor neurosurgery
[9], visualizations for the surgical planning unit [10], or cochlea implantation planning
[32, 59]. Often, multiple iterations with the physicians were necessary to identify all
anatomical structures to segment, correct segmentations, and adapt visualizations.
Sometimes, physicians approached us, not knowing what we could do with their im-
age data. The iterative communication was necessary and lead to faster results from
planning to planning. Nevertheless, physicians were sceptical about the 3D data and
dependent on our time schedule. During a study at the veterinary hospital of the
university of Leipzig [98] about sheep lung volume in arti�cial aeration the idea of
the �rst so-called image processing wizard was born.

What if physicians could perform their own 3D intervention planning?

What if physician could evaluate their image-based studies on their own?

They would know exactly how they handled the data and could correct each image
processing result right away. And with that vision, we developed a concept for image
processing wizard that would allow users with no knowledge in image processing to
solve their image processing tasks by themselves.

1.1 Problem: Life scientists and Image Processing

Methods

Image processing is a part of signal processing and is concerned with the enhancement
and manipulation of image data. State-of-the-art image processing methods are often
highly sophisticated methods that solve a variety of di�erent tasks from a variety of
di�erent domains. This thesis deals with image processing for life-science - especially
with the processing of medical volume data and biological microscopic data. Life
scientists use image processing for measurements, data enhancements, or evaluations
but most life scientists are image processing laymen. The menu structure of most
tools is complex and not structured in a domain-speci�c logic. To apply image
processing tools or correctly parametrize image processing methods with respect to
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1 Introduction: Semantic Gap between Life Scientists and Image Processing

a certain application, users need to acquire image processing knowledge and must
become acquainted with a tool. Sometimes, users are not able to use a tool or method
at all. This problem is what we call the semantic gap between life scientists and image
processing methods. It users from utilizing the potential bene�t of high-end image
processing methods.

1.2 Solution: Wizards for Image Processing Problems

To bridge the semantic gap between life scientists and image processing methods,
we propose the use of the wizard interaction pattern [126, 118]. Wizards are widely
used in other areas and guide a user step by step through the solution of a problem.
They can be used to support, accelerate, and ease the interaction between users and
tool. In image processing, wizards additionally mask details about image processing
techniques and parameters by translating the technical image processing terms into
a domain-oriented terminology. For example, if a seed point for region growing of a
structure needs to be set, we would ask the user to identify the structure with a click,
instead of using the terms �region growing� and �seed point�. An image processing
wizard requires a closely de�ned segmentation problem and a speci�c medical pre-
/postoperative question or speci�c biological evaluation. Wizards for semi-automatic
image segmentation may help the user to focus on the data, as they break down the
complexity of the task and can provide the user with visual feedback about the
segmentation results. The user can re�ne and undo the results until the desired
result is achieved. The user can focus on each single step and detailed guidance can
be provided on every page. Disadvantages of the wizard interaction pattern are that
the user cannot see the big picture of the underlying image processing methods and
experts in image processing might �nd it rigid and limiting. The interaction pattern
trades close user guidance for �exibility. Nevertheless, our user studies show that
users from application domains do not perceive the image processing wizard as rigid.

1.3 Method: Wizard Design Guideline from

Representative Problems

This thesis exemplary translates four segmentation tasks into four image process-
ing wizards to develop a design guideline for image processing wizards (see Chapter
3). First, the Cortex-Wizard segments a single anatomical structure, the cerebral
cortex, by translating a single segmentation pipeline into a series of wizard pages.
It was developed as a proof of concept. Second, the CI-Wizard segments and vi-
sualizes a number of anatomical structures in the outer, middle, and inner ear for
cochlear implant planning with one segmentation page per structure. Third, the
NVD-Wizard supports neurovascular decompression (NVD) planning and segments
brainstem, nerves, and vessels. Finally, the Cell-Shape-Wizard supports the segmen-
tation of cells in �uorescence micrographs. It was developed to test the applicability
of image processing wizards for other data than medical volume data. Table 1.1

14



1.4 Scienti�c Classi�cation

Wizard Cortex CI NVD Cell-
Shape

P
ro
pe
rt
ie
s Image Modalities MRI CT MRI,

MRA
FM

Segmentation Pipelines Own Own Own,[116,
51]

[56, 127]

#Anatomical Structures 1 8 4 2 (112)
#Wizard Pages 4 8 5 2
#Seg. Pages 7 11 9 4

E
va
lu
at
io
n

Usability - X X X
#Users - 12 9 10
#User Groups - 3 3 2
Segmentation X X X X
Quantitative X - - X
Qualitative - X X -
Reference Seg. X - X X
#Image/Volumes 40 12 10 6

Table 1.1: Overview of the wizards' properties and properties of the wizards' usabil-
ity and segmentation evaluations. Abbreviations: # - Number of, FM -
Fluorescent Micrographs, Seg - Segmentations

summarizes properties of the four developed wizards and depicts basic properties of
their evaluations.

1.4 Scienti�c Classi�cation

This research is located in the overlap of three �elds: image processing, user inter-
action, and the application domains medicine and biology. The new aspect in this
work is the combination of existing segmentation methods with the wizard inter-
action pattern for speci�c life science application �elds. It does not present new
segmentation methods and no new user interaction patterns. Existing software tools
also do integrate wizards for speci�c image processing tasks [133, 75, 2, 96, 66, 80].
Nevertheless, we make use of complex segmentation methods and add an intuitive
schematic plan to translate segmentation pipelines into image processing wizards.

1.5 Overview and Related Contributions

This thesis is based on and has partially been published in scienti�c and student
contributions. Their in�uence and scope will be depicted in reference to the chapters
of this thesis. This section also summarizes the structure of this thesis. The contri-
butions this thesis is based on are cited in the according chapters (Chapters 4-7).
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1 Introduction: Semantic Gap between Life Scientists and Image Processing

Figure 1.1: Scienti�c classi�cation of this �eld in the overlap between the domains
image processing, medicine and biology and user interaction.

Chapter 2 provides de�nitions and background information on applied image pro-
cessing methods.

Chapter 3 proposes an approach to design an image processing wizard from seg-
mentation pipelines.

Chapter 4 presents the Cortex-Wizard, a wizard for the segmentation of the cortex.
This chapter is based on the work of Wellein et al. [124] extending Wellein et al.
[125]. They present the cortex segmentation pipeline developed by Althuizes
[4]. Born et al. [9] describe a multimodal neurosurgical intervention planning.
The segmentations have partially been performed in the scope of this work.
Born et al. [10] present a visualization case study for the surgical planning.
The segmentations have been performed in the scope of this work. Born et al.
[11] have published a tool for neurosurgical intervention planning in the scope
of the VisContest2010. The segmentations have been performed in the scope
of this work, the visualization and registration have been performed partially
in the scope of this work.

Chapter 5 introduces the CI-Wizard that segments multiple anatomical structures
of the outer, middle and inner ear to support cochlear implant planning. This
chapter is based on Franz et al. [32]. The work of Hofer et al. [59] is based
on Franz et al. [32] and describes the clinical application of the CI-Wizard.
Born et al. [12] and Dornheim et al. [26] present a visualisation for middle ear
segmentation. The segmentation and visualization were partially performed in
the scope of this work. Kreier [73] and Exner [29] evaluates visualizations for
cochlear implant planning and calculates measurements for cochlear implant

16



1.6 Chronological List of Own Publications

planning, respectively.

Chapter 6 presents the NVD-Wizard, a wizard to support neurovascular decom-
pression planning. It is based on the work of Syre [116], Franz et al. [35] and
Franz et al. [34].

Chapter 7 introduces the Cell-Shape-Wizard, for cell segmentation in �uorescent
micrographs. It is based on the theoretical concept presented by Franz et al.
[36], the comparison of tools for cell segmentation presented by Franz/Wies-
mann et al. [37], and the actual wizard presented by Hüttmeier [61] and Franz
et al. [33].

Chapters 8 and 8.2 discuss if image processing wizards are potentially able to close
the semantic gap between life scientists and image processing tools and why
usability is important in all image processing tools.
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Figure 2.1: Filter categories used in this thesis.

2 Background: Image Processing

This chapter introduces image processing methods used in the segmentation pipeline
of the following wizards. It describes the background of the �lters and their param-
eters. Related work to wizard speci�c image processing is given in the according
wizard chapters.

2.1 De�nitions

In this thesis image processing relates to the digital processing of two- and three-
dimensional data, 2D images or 3D volumes, consisting of pixels or voxels in a regular
grid. Here, 2D images are �uorescent micrographs, processed in the Cell-Shape-
Wizard. 3D volumes are Computed Tomography (CT) data of the head, processed
in the CI-Wizard. Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) data include T1-weighted
data, processed in the Cortex-Wizard, and include Magnetic Resonance Angiography
(MRA) and MRI Constructed Inference in Steady State (CISS) processed in the
NVC-Wizard. The di�erent kinds of image data are described in the respective
material sections (Section 4.3.3, 5.1.4, 6.3.3 and 7.3.3). Segmentation is the process
of dividing an image into meaningful segments, dividing background from foreground.
A binary representation � a mask � of the data is used to label back- and foreground
after segmentation. In 3D medical segmentations, di�erent anatomical structures
are segmented and marked as foreground. In 2D micrograph segmentation, the
foreground is either cell nuclei or cytoplasm. Most often, 2D or 3D image cannot
be segmented by only one method, but with segmentation pipelines that consist of
multiple segmentation �lters. An image processing �lter is the smallest functional
part of a segmentation pipeline.
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2 Background: Image Processing

Figure 2.2: Conversion �lters: The seed point to mask �lter outcome is shown with
radius r = {0.5, 1.0, 1.5}. The seed point from the mask to seed point
�lter is positioned on the smallest mask pixel (Slice = MIN) in coro-
nal direction (plane = COR). The line from seed points is exemplary
computed with radius r = {0.5, 1.0, 2.0}.

2.2 Methods

This section introduces image processing �lters used in segmentation pipelines of
the presented wizards. An image processing �lter implements a mapping from one
image or volume to another f(I1) = I2, with I = p(x, y) or I = (x, y, z). Figure 2.1
depicts the di�erent �lter categories that are identi�ed via color in the following
chapters. Some of the introduced �lters are adapted from the Insight Segmentation
and Registration Toolkit (ITK, [132]). If a �lter uses ITK classes, the ITK classes
are stated in the �lter description. 3D �lters are integrated in VolV [95] (Section
2.3); 2D �lters used in the Cell-Shape-Wizard are integrated in the CAeT framework
[56](Section 2.3). In the following, all �lter chart are colored according to the �lter
category they belong to. The screen shots that depict �lter outcome are taken from
an ear CT dataset (Chapter 5); masked areas are green, seed points are red dots,
maps are depicted with a heat map.

2.2.1 Conversion Filters

These �lters convert between seed points, a mask and a line. The conversion �lter
from one or more seed points to a mask searches a sagittal, coronal, or axial slice
(plane ∈ {SAG,COR,AX} for the �rst foreground voxel or voxels. The slice is
speci�ed by the slice number and by the MIN or MAX option. The �lter searches
then for the �rst or last slice in plane-direction that contains a foreground voxel. In
the direction from seed point to mask, the �lter converts a seed point onto a spherical
masks of radius r. The conversion from seed points to a line draws a straight line
with radius r between a series of seed points and classi�es the line as foreground.
The points are connected in the sequence the user provides them.
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2.2 Methods

Figure 2.3: Smoothing �lters: The original image (left) was smoothed with Gaussian
smoothing with σ = 0.5 (middle) and anisotropic di�usion with t =
0.0625, c = 3 and 5 iterations.

2.2.2 Smoothing Filters

Gaussian smoothing and anisotropic di�usion remove noise inherent in the image
data (Figure 2.3). Gaussian smoothing convolves the image or volume with a �l-
ter kernel that samples a 2D or 3D Gaussian function. The standard deviation σ
in�uences the width of the kernel and the extend of smoothing. Anisotropic di�u-
sion reduces image noise while retaining edges [94]. It simulates a di�usion process
that is implemented as the convolution of the image data with a Gaussian kernel of
increasing size. The time step t refers to the width of the Gaussian kernel, which
is interpreted as one step in time of the heat equation. Conductance c controls the
�lters sensitivity to edge contrast in the image. The #It denotes the number of iter-
ations. The 3D version of the �lter uses itkGradientAnisotropicDi�usionImageFilter
[132].

2.2.3 Set Operation Filters

These �lter include set operations between two masks and between volume and
mask (Figure 2.4). Set �lters operate on two masks (A,B) and include �lters AND
(intersection A ∩ B), OR (union A ∪ B), and MINUS (relative complement A∩!B,
with !B complement of B ). Equivalent to an AND operation is the mask �lter,
which only takes gray values of a given volume that intersect with a given mask.
The inversion �lter inverts all pixel values v of a dataset by the rule: v → vmax − v.
For a mask, this is equivalent to the complement. The add �lter takes two volumes
as input and adds their gray values. The result value is restricted to the maximal
gray value of the volume (28, 212, or 216).
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2 Background: Image Processing

Figure 2.4: Set operation �lters: Mask operations implement logical operators MI-
NUS, OR, AND and INVERSION (top, green masks). Dataset set op-
erations include inversion of a dataset (middle left), masking (bottom
right) that cuts out a dataset in the area of a mask (bottom middle) and
add, that adds together two datasets (bottom, weight = 0.5 example
from and NVC CISS and TOF dataset (Chapter 6)).

Figure 2.5: Watershed �lters: One version of watershed �lters produces less output
classes or basins, the higher the �ood level f = {20, 40, 60} (from left to
right).
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Figure 2.6: Thresholding �lters: While thresholding includes all voxels within the
range [TH1, TH2] = [900, 212], volume growing includes only voxels con-
nected with a seed point (range [900, 212]). With range = 400 and
value = 0 and a given gray value of the seed point, intensity substitution
sets values between vSP − 400 and vSP − 400 to 0.

2.2.4 Watershed Filters

The watershed transform interprets gray values as height information and iteratively
�oods the data [47]. The 3D-version has two input parameters (Figure 2.5, left):
the pre�ood parameter p and the �ood level f . Pre�ooding sets all values below
the pre�ood height vpre�ood = vmin + p(vmax − vmin) to vpre�ood, with vmin and vmax,
being the minimal and maximal value in the dataset, respectively. The �ood level
f controls the number of basins. The �lter uses the itkWatershedImageFilter [132].
The 2D-version of the watershed transform separates touching cells or cell nuclei
[100]. Watershed requires objects with increasing intensity from object center to
boundary. Cells or nuclei do not ful�ll this requirement. Therefore, the watershed
transform needs a transformed input image, a combination of the inverted, distance
transformed, and the gradient magnitude image [76], weighted with parameter w.
The input image is then smoothed with a Gaussian kernel with standard deviation
σ. The thresholds TH1 and TH2 de�ne the minimal and maximal size of resulting
basins. In contrast to this approach that uses local intensity extrema, the seeded
watershed transform uses seed points to initialize the basins. The �lters have been
implemented by Held [56].

2.2.5 Thresholding Filters

Thresholding �lters group thresholding, volume growing, and intensity substitution
(Figure 2.6). Thresholding classi�es all voxels with a gray value in the range of
[TH1,TH2] as foreground. Volume growing starts from one or more seed points and
iteratively compares them to neighboring voxels. If the gray value of a neighbor is
between the thresholds TH1 and TH2, the neighbor is classi�ed as foreground. The
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Figure 2.7: Morphology and distance-based �lters: Morphological �lters with k = 2
close, open, dilate, erode the original mask (blue, top). The fragment
reduction �lter (k = 2, F = 1, bottom left) removes small fragments.
A distance map depicts each mask voxels distance to the mask border
(bottom middle) and the grow/shrink �lter results in a larger/smaller
mask by size = 0.5mm (yellow/darker green masks, bottom right).

�lter uses itkConnectedThresholdImageFilter [132]. Intensity substitution takes the
gray value of a seed point vSP and sets all values between vSP−range and vSP−range
to value.

2.2.6 Morphology and Distance-Based Filters

These �lters group both morphological �lters and �lters that use a distance transform
(Figure 2.7). Binary morphological �lters apply a kernel to every voxel of a mask
A [105]. In this thesis, a spherical kernel K of radius r is used for dilation A ⊕K,
erosion A	K, opening (A	K)⊕K, and closing (A⊕K)	K. The �lters use the
itkGrayscaleErode- and itkGrayscaleDilateImageFilter [132]. The fragment reduc-
tion �lter uses the itkVotingBinaryHoleFillingImageFilter and determines whether
there is a majority F of foreground voxels in a neighborhood of size r. If not, the
voxel is classi�ed as background voxel. A distance map calculates the distance of all
foreground voxels of a mask to the boundary between foreground and background.
The distance is given in world coordinates � mm for volume data. The Grow/Shrink
�lter uses the distance map. It grows or shrinks a mask by classifying former back-
ground or foreground pixels as foreground or background, when their distance to the
border is below or above the size threshold, respectively.
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Figure 2.8: 2D-Area �lters: The areas and size �lter compute a map of a masks area
or size in sagittal direction (plane = SAG) on one 2D-slice (right, middle)
and threshold the map. The connectivity �lter discard all voxels that are
not connected to the seed point in coronal direction (plane = COR, left).

Figure 2.9: 3D-Volume �lters: A map of connected components (left) is used to select
components either by size (middle, range [50, 500]mm3), or with seed
points (right).

2.2.7 2D-Area Filters

The 2D �lters include 2D-features and 2D-connectivity (Figure 2.8). 2D-features
measure characteristics of 2D-connected pixels: circularity = 4 ∗ π/p2 and area =
a with perimeter p and threshold the output map between [TH1,TH2]. The 2D-
connectivity �lter classi�es all pixels as foreground that are connected to a seed point
in the direction of a speci�c plane ∈ {SAG,COR,AX}. It starts at the seed point,
add all foreground pixel of the current plane slice and iteratively adds all foreground
pixels of the next slices in plane direction that are connected to a foreground pixels
in the current slice.
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Figure 2.10: Vesselness �lters identify tubular structures with size σ = {1, 3} (left,
middle) or within a range of sizes σ = 1, 2, 3 (right). The data is an
axial view of a NVC-CISS dataset (Chapter 6).

2.2.8 3D-Volume Filters

3D-volume �lters compute or select 3D-connected regions (Figure 2.9). 3D-Volume
Range and Largest assign all 3D-connected regions to di�erent gray values, marking
them as separate 3D regions. Afterwards 3D-connected volumes with volume between
TH1 and TH2 mm

3 or just the largest region are selected. The 3D-volume selection
�lter interprets all pixel with the same gray value as one 3D-volume and sets all
voxels with the same gray value as the seed points.

2.2.9 Vesselness Filters

Figure 2.10 depict two versions of a vesselness �lter. The vesselness �lter [101] com-
putes the hessian matrix of each pixel and combines a measurement based on the
eigenvalues |λ1| < |λ2| < |λ3| with a Gaussian convolution. For bright tubular struc-
tures, λ1 and λ2 correspond to the eigenvalues perpendicular to the tubes axis will
be large negative values and λ3 along the tube axis. Input parameter α1 controls the
discrimination of tubular from blob-like structures, α2 controls the degree of signal
loss for discontinuous tubes and σ the size of the Gaussian kernel and therefore the
tube diameter the �lter is most sensitive to. A multiscale vesselness �lter computes
vesselness responses for di�erent σ1 to σ2 and takes the maximal output for a pixel.
The �lters encapsulate the itkHessian3DToVesselnessMeasure- and itkHessianRecur-
siveGaussianImageFilter [132].

2.2.10 Clustering Filters

K-Means clustering iteratively assigns pixel to k clusters [48] by maximizing the
distance between clusters and minimizing the distances of cluster members to the
cluster mean. Held [56] adapted the �lter to threshold cell images (Figure 2.11). The
�lter discriminates two cases, either using the darkest cluster as background and all
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Figure 2.11: K-Means clustering is used to separate cells from background [56].

others clusters as foreground (with k > 0) or using the brightest cluster as foreground
and all other clusters as background (with k < 0); The use-cases are larger variances
in the foreground than in the background or larger variances in the background than
in the foreground, respectively.

2.2.11 Deformable Models

These �lters group a threshold level sets and an active contours �lter, with an energy
function extended by an active shape model (Figure 2.12).

Threshold Level Sets

Level sets track the evolution of contours with a higher dimensional level set func-
tion [130]. Level sets can model arbitrary complex shapes and handle merging and
splitting of the contour implicitly. The propagation function of threshold level sets
deforms the initial model according to

P (x, y, z) =

{
g(x, y, z)− TH1, if g(x, y, z) < (TH1 + TH2)/2

TH2 − g(x, y, z), otherwise
(2.1)

with g(x, y, z) being the gray value of an arbitrary voxel. The user can specify
the range of gray values [TH1,TH2] of the anatomical structure of interest. Inside
that range the level set expands; outside it contracts. Further parameters are a
propagation value P , a curvature value C, and the number of iterations #It.

Active Contours

The Cell-Shape-Wizard uses extended active contours approach to re�ne the 2D
shape of cells [127]. Active contours (AC) searches for the contour of an object
by minimizing an associated energy function [67, 131]. A parametric curve v(s) =
(x(s), y(s)) represents the contour, with x(s), y(s) being the 2D-coordinates along
the contour and s ∈ [0, 1]. In the conventional AC, the energy function EAC is given
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Figure 2.12: Level sets produce an evolving contour of an object (left, green to blue
contours), based on an initial mask (green). The active contours evolve
to segment a cell (middle, green to red mask) driven by internal and
external energies and constraints that are derived from an active shape
model (right).

as

EAC = kintEint + kextEext + kconstrEconstr (2.2)

Minimizing this function, the contours iteratively deforms toward an object bound-
ary. The energy functions consists of three terms: Eint, Eext, and Econstr. Eint is the
internal energy, a weighted sum of the �rst- and second-order derivative (Eelastic and
Ebending) that in�uence both the elasticity and smoothness of the contour. Eelastic

enforces the continuity of the curve, Ebending avoids oscillations. The external energy
Eext directs the contour towards edges, the maximums of the image gradient. Econstr

ensures the convergence of the method, with a balloon force that blows up or shrinks
the contour toward object boundaries. The approach of Wiesmann [127] replaces the
constrained energy term in the conventional energy function by EASM that directs
the contour towards an ASM mean shape weighted with ASM model variances:

EAC = kint1Eelastic + kint2Ebending + kextEext + kASMEASM (2.3)

Active Shape Model

An active shape model (ASM) extends AC for 2D cell segmentation and is trained
from manual segmentations. A shape is sampled with n contour points p = (x, y)
along the manual segmentations contour. The contour points are represented with
vector x = (x1, ..., xn, y1, ..., yn)2 [19]. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is ap-
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plied to the registered shapes to reduce the dimensionality of each shape:

x ≈ x + Pb, (2.4)

with mean shape x, with P = (p1|p2|...|pt) composed from t eigenvectors p and
b = PT(x− x).
In cell segmentation, a correspondence between the contour points cannot be es-

tablished, therefore the training data are registered by aligning them to the main
axis of all cell annotations from PCA.

2.3 Frameworks: VolV and CAET

All wizards have been developed with the help of external tools and integrated into
existing frameworks. VolV (Volume Visualization) is a software framework for med-
ical volume data [95]. It includes modules for segmentation, registration [31, 137],
and visualization and can handle time variant volume data [25]. The wizards use the
VolV framework for data loading, handling, visualization, segmentation, 3D model
generation, and visualization. CAET (Cell Analysis and Evaluation Tool) is a soft-
ware tool to segment and simulate cells in �uorescence micrographs [56, 129, 128]. It
includes methods to manually segment cells, to design segmentation pipelines, and
to learn segmentation parameters from manual segmentations.
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3 Method: User Guidance with Image
Processing Wizards

Our goal is to close the semantic gap between image processing methods and their
users from the life science domain. We therefore add usability to the list of require-
ments for segmentation tools [124]:

Interaction � In case the user's requirements are not met by an automatic segmen-
tation, the tools needs to provide means to modify the segmentation.

Veri�cation � To check the segmentation, the user needs a tool to verify the seg-
mentation easily by comparing it to the original data, e.g. using overlays.

Speed � To reduce the workload of researchers and make certain applications prac-
ticable in the daily routine, segmentation time should be acceptable for the
given segmentation task.

Robustness � The segmentation needs to provide reliable results independent from
dataset properties such as noise or image resolution.

Correctness � The segmentation result has to correctly separate fore- from back-
ground.

Usability � The user need to be able to use a segmentation tool and parametrize the
used segmentation methods.

3.1 Background

This section de�nes user guidance, usability, and the wizard interaction pattern. It
also introduces use cases and components of wizards and use cases for interactive
segmentations implemented in segmentation wizards.

3.1.1 User Guidance and Usability

Referring to Smith and Mosier [112], �[u]ser guidance refers to error messages, alarms,
prompts, and labels, as well as to more formal instructional material provided to help
guide a user's interaction with a computer�. It is used to enhance the usability of
software, which is �[t]he extent to which a product can be used by speci�ed users
to achieve speci�ed goals with e�ectiveness, e�ciency, and satisfaction in a spec-
i�ed context of use�. The DIN EN ISO 9241 norm standardizes requirements for
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human-computer interactions and is a guideline for ergonomic interaction design.
Additionally, the norm introduces dialog principles for interactive systems that need
to be considered by the developer of interactive software: Suitability for the task, for
learning, for individualization, conformity with user expectations, self descriptive-
ness, controllability and error tolerance [24]. Usable software tools enable the user
to access the full extend of functionality. The wizard interaction pattern is one way
to enhance usability of an image processing tool.

3.1.2 Wizard Interaction Pattern

De�nition

Tidwell [118] de�nes the wizard interaction pattern as explained below; it is well
applicable to image processing tasks:

What? The pattern is used to guide the users step by step through a process. Most
image processing tasks consist of multiple steps (e.g. preprocessing, main step,
postprocessing) that have to be performed in a prede�ned order.

When? Wizards are used for long or complicated tasks, in which the user does not
want detailed control over all the steps. Most medical experts to not want to
deal with method details, but to focus on the image data and the intermediate
results of an image processing task. Therefore method details are hidden in
the wizards pages, but leave room for manual interaction and correction of all
intermediate results.

Why? In wizards, the "divide and conquer" principle is used by splitting up the
whole task into smaller steps and de�ning the sequence of the single steps.
That way, the user does not have to �gure out the tasks structure and only
needs to address one step at a time.

How? When a task is divided into steps or groups of operation, the complexity of
the single steps and the number of steps needs to be balanced. Regarding the
structure of a wizard we are forced to present the steps in a strict sequence
� in image processing steps often depend on the previous steps � and decided
to present each step in a separate page. This is necessary because the image
data should be visible at all times, which however has the disadvantage of not
showing the context (previous/following steps). It is important to integrate
a "Back" button so that the user does not have to start over the whole pro-
cess when he changes one decision. A "Next" button applies for steps where
intermediate results are corrected and steps with good default values. Many
segmentation approaches are doing well on a number of medical images, so the
user needs the possibility to change parameters in the case the default values
are not applicable.
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In a wizard the user is guided through a task and only shown information that
is relevant to the current choices to be made. In the literature the term �guided
work�ow� is sometimes used as a synonym for the term �wizard�.

Use Cases

Use cases of wizards are limited to (a) tasks with multiple steps, (b) when users lack
the necessary knowledge to perform the steps without guidance, and (c) when users
must complete steps in a speci�c sequence [62]. All three use case requirements are
ful�lled for image processing and, more speci�c, segmentation. Most important is
use case (b): The lack of necessary (image processing) knowledge, is the cause for
the semantic gap between image processing methods and life scientists.
Guidelines for wizard design include the following rules [62]:

• Minimize processing time.

• Use a maximum of 10 steps per wizard.

• Break down tasks logically.

• Avoid technical jargon.

• Provide easy access to additional help.

• Limit navigation options.

• Inform about the progress.

• Summarize wizard data.

Wizard Components

The wizard interaction pattern is used for complex and infrequently performed tasks.
Each step is presented on a page, resulting in a wizard design from a sequence of
pages. Each page is designed in a similar way and all pages contain the following
components: Navigation bar, page title, and content area. The navigation bar allows
to navigate in the wizard and contains a Back, Next, Cancel, Help, and optional
additional buttons. The page title identi�es the current page and includes short
instructions and a page number. The content area display the page content and
includes optional controls. It is used to display the data and results. A consistent
page design reduces time to get acquainted with the software and helps the user to
focus on the task and content.

3.1.3 Semi-Automatic and Interactive Segmentation

In interactive and semi-automatic segmentation, user interaction is required and
desired during the segmentation process. �User intervention (e.g., initialisation, val-
idating results, correcting errors) provides additional source of information for im-
age segmentation, thus potentially produces accurate segmentation results� [135],
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Figure 3.1: Wizard page from Cell-Shape-Wizard [61] and CI-Wizard [? ] with basic
components.
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automation and interaction also needs to be balanced [7]. Most medical image seg-
mentation tasks cannot be performed with automatic segmentation, instead semi-
automatic segmentations or interactive segmentations, with even more user interac-
tion are applied [134]. Challenges and evaluation schemes for medical segmentation
[119] and interactive segmentation have been proposed [77, 53].
Olabarriaga and Smeulders [90] identi�ed used cases for semi-automatic and inter-

active segmentation interaction, by clarifying causes, why automatic segmentation
methods might fail. Their �ndings help to decide whether corrections or interactions
are necessary:

Visual evidence is absent � An object border is not visible, as it is either overrun
and occluded by neighboring objects or as there is no border. Solution: A
trained observer or a shape model extrapolates missing data and repositions
missing borders. In those cases only �Draw/Erase� or model based segmenta-
tion will be applicable.

Visual evidence deviates from assumptions � Either a new object is not segmen-
table with the current segmentation pipeline or the data quality is not su�cient
to segment the object from the data. The segmentation will fail even if there
is visual evidence which might support the assumptions. Solution: The user
adapts parameters, changes the segmentation pipeline, or corrects the segmen-
tation manually. In those cases, corrections and �Draw/Erase� is applicable.
In an image processing wizard, a user will not be able to change segmentation
pipelines.

Olabarriaga and Smeulders [91] summarized requirements for interaction in semi-
automatic segmentation:

Accuray means that the user should be able to adjust parameters freely and in the
complete range and should be provided with means to correct the segmenta-
tions manually. In the wizards we restrict parameter control but provide the
drawing mode for accurate manual corrections.

Repeatable results only occur, when the user input is not a direct part of the seg-
mentation result. In segmentation wizards all corrections are repeatable, the
drawing mode is not.

E�cient interaction is achieved when the interaction of the system is kept at a
minimum and is simple, e.g. when the user only chooses among options. In
the segmentation wizards we provide segmentation proposals that are adjusted
with a choice of correction options.

3.2 Related Work: Image Processing Wizards

Since the wizard interaction pattern is widely used, a variety of publication about
interaction patterns include the wizard interaction pattern [123, 120, 118] and some
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focus on the wizard interaction pattern [62, 126]. Wickham et al. [126] gives guide-
lines for wizard design. General examples of wizards can be found in many applica-
tions, e.g. software installation, creating documents or purchasing a train ticket at
a ticket machine at a German train station.
A life science domain example apart from image processing is the PMX-Wizard.

PMX provides the production process in the pharmaceutical industry with work�ows
in pharmacometrics. The PMX-Wizard uses the wizard concept to guide a user
through the creation of a clinical trial in the PMX software [102]. Most users only
infrequently create clinical trials in the PMX software. The wizard makes sure that
an inexperienced user sticks to the prede�ned work�ow of clinical trial generation.
The Siemens company uses the wizard interaction pattern, among others, to deter-

mine parameters for angiographic imaging with a subsequent 3D visualization (Artis
3D Wizard [108]) and for cardiac CT scanning (FAST Cardio Wizard [109]).
In image processing tools, wizards support user to solve subproblems. The AMIDE

tool integrates wizards for �ltering, rigid body alignment, and data cropping [75].
Ahmadi and Pisana [2, 96] use the wizard-like scheme for a neurosurgical plan-
ning work�ow including veri�cation, segmentation, and registration. The segmenta-
tion and registration step is done automatically and does not require user interac-
tions. ITK-SNAP introduces a wizard to guide users with no mathematical expertise
through a level sets segmentation [133]. The work�ow consists of three steps to com-
pute the probability map, place seed points, and adjust the weight of the level set.
The Image Processor module of the ESME Suite includes a segmentation wizard for
MR tissue classi�cation and inner/outer skull and scalp wizard to generate �nite
element models [113, 45].
There are also cell segmentation tools that guide the user. In this context, prede-

�ned image processing pipelines are called protocols and included in Icy [23], Velocity
[93], and CellPro�ler [16] for image processing and measurement.
Contrary to the approaches above, we use the wizard interaction pattern globally

in a software tool and not only locally to solve subproblems. This thesis uses four
reference wizards to gives guidelines for the design of an image processing wizard.

3.3 Wizard Design

The next chapter introduces a brief design guide for image processing wizard. The
guide is then illustrated with an example.

3.3.1 Applicability

The de�nition of wizards already gives hints about the applicability of the wizard
interaction pattern to user guidance for life-scientists. Additionally, Mühler et al.
[81] proposed two key aspects for the design of surgical intervention planning and
training systems that are extendable to domain speci�c image processing tools: (1)
Less is more and (2) Less �exibility, more guidance. Both design aspects are ful�lled
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Figure 3.2: Key for all wizard structures in this thesis.

with the wizard interaction pattern that produces tools with less functionality and
a tight user guidance.

3.3.2 Pages and Parameters

The optimal structure of an image processing wizard depends on the structure of the
image processing task, necessary standard pages, the number of interactive parame-
ters and corrections. To encapsulate image processing tasks in a wizard, we translate
one or more image processing pipelines into a series of pages.

Page Structure

The pages of an image processing wizard are either segmentation pages or standard
pages (Figure 3.2).
The structure of the task determines the page structure of an image processing

wizard. In medical segmentation of multiple structures, each segmented anatomical
structure is presented on a single page. In cell segmentation or the medical segmen-
tation of one anatomical structure, the segmentation pipelines provide a structure.
The Cortex-Wizard segments one anatomical structure on four pages. The pipeline
consists of an initial and re�ned segmentation step, each with its own page and correc-
tion page The CI-Wizard segments eight anatomical structures on eight wizard pages.
The NVD-Wizard segments four anatomic structures on �ve pages, because nerve
segmentation is divided in coarse and �ne segmentation. The Cell-Shape-Wizard
segments cells on two pages. The cell segmentation on the second segmentation page
depends on the nuclei segmentation of the �rst segmentation page.
Necessary standard pages include a page to load data and a page to view the

results; in volume segmentation, one or more volumes are loaded; in cell segmenta-
tion, a data �le including image stacks with the same cells but di�erent dyes. The
result page displays and saves segmentation results; in volume segmentation, this is
an overlay of volume data and segmentation masks and a 3D-scene of the segmented
structures, in cell segmentation these are measurements based on the segmented cells,
e.g. average cell size or a cell count. Optional standard pages include a VOI (volume
of interest) page and a navigation tutorial. In volume segmentation, a VOI is used
to restrict the working volume and with that runtime of segmentation �lters. Help
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Figure 3.3: Key for all segmentation pipelines in this thesis.

with navigation can either be presented on a separate page (NVD-Wizard) or in the
Help section (Cortex-Wizard, CI-Wizard, Cell-Shape-Wizard).

Parameter Classi�cation

The pipelines contain �lters with or without parameter and user input such as seed
points (Section 2). Parameters and seed points belong to one of the following three
categories (Figure 3.3):

Default parameters have a default value that is optimal for all data (Figure 3.3,
green). They are not translated into corrections.

Corrective parameters have a default value that is optimal for most of the data
(Figure 3.3, orange). The user can change them manually to perform optional
corrections (orange in wizard structure).

Interactive parameters are chosen by the user and require user input before the
segmentation pipeline is run (Figure 3.3, red). The user needs to perform a
required interaction to set these parameters (red in wizard structure). The
type of interaction depends on the parameter. Required seed points are the
interactive parameters in the wizards presented.

Filters and pipelines with only �xed parameters (green) do not need any interaction
from the user and therefore do not need to be presented on a separate page. Each
default parameter is translated into a correction and each interactive parameter
requires a user interaction before the pipeline can be run. Default parameters are
preferable to interactive parameters, as for most users it is easier to adjust provided
segmentation suggestions instead of creating new ones from scratch.

Parameter Adjustment and Translation

A correction enables the user to handle unsatisfactory segmentation results. In the
developers view, corrections can be global or local. The adjustment of default pa-
rameters or segmentation postprocessing are global corrections. Manual editing in
the drawing mode is a local correction.
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Optional corrections � While most parameters can be kept constant during mul-
tiple segmentations, default parameters lead to an acceptable, but not in all
cases optimal result. This cases require parameter adjustment with a sub-
sequent execution of the segmentation pipeline. The wizard design concept
includes the translation of those parameter adjustments into corrections. The
translation needs to be precise and descriptive to enable the user to imagine
what the correction will do, and not all parameter adjustments can be trans-
lated to be precise and descriptive. When the translation fails, i.e. the wizard
is not able to bridge the semantic gap, users will not be able to use a correc-
tion intuitively. This problem is thoroughly discussed in the according wizard
chapters (Section 5.3, 6.5 and 7.5). Another type of correction is optional post-
processing of segmentation results. The parameters of those �lters can often
be translated descriptively. For example morphological dilation/erosion and
opening/closing is translated into �Grow/Shrink� and �Remove Bumps/Holes�
in the CSP-Wizard.

Required interaction � In some cases, a segmentation pipeline requires the user to
interact with the wizard before a pipeline can be run. As interactive parameters
in this thesis do refer to seed points, the user is instructed to mark a structure.
After one or more seed points are set, the segmentation pipeline runs and a
�rst segmentation proposal can be adapted further.

Drawing mode � A user might also want to alter segmentations manually in the
drawing mode. In the wizard the �Draw/Erase� and �Draw/Delete� correction
each trigger one drawing mode. �Draw/Erase� refers to the VolV drawing mode,
where the user adds/removes voxels to or from the current masks by drawing
or erasing with the mouse and switches between draw and erase mode with
the space bar. The current mask is visualized as an overlay over the current
dataset. �Draw/Delete� refers to the CAET drawing mode, in which the user
draws new cells with the mouse and can also remove them as a whole.

3.3.3 Example Wizard

The following two wizards exemplarily illustrate the process of designing an image
processing wizard. After the wizard is designed, it would be implemented and iter-
atively adapted, driven by the users requirements.
The �rst example depicts a wizard that is designed from only one image processing

pipeline. First, an image processing pipeline needs to be available Figure 3.4(a).
Each �lter directly translates into a segmentation page; standard pages are added
(Figure 3.4b). This results in a maximal wizard with a high number of pages. Tests
with the segmentation pipeline results in a parameter classi�cation (Figure 3.4c). In
the example, the anisotropic di�usion �lter has only �xed parameters. Therefore,
page 2 and page 3 can be merged producing a wizard with less pages. The corrective
parameters are translated into optional corrections: the threshold TH1 is represented
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(a) Segmentation pipeline

(b) Initial page structure

(c) Segmentation pipeline with parameter classi�cation

(d) Revised page structure with corrections

Figure 3.4: Example 1 for wizard design from one segmentation pipeline.
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(a) Segmentation pipelines of structure 1

(b) Segmentation pipelines of structure 2

(c) Revised page structure

Figure 3.5: Example 2 for wizard design from two segmentation pipelines (pink,
purple).

by with the Grow/Shrink correction and the radius r for closing by the �Fill Holes�
correction. Additionally, a drawing mode is added with �Draw/Erase".(Figure 3.4d).
The second example depicts a wizard designed to segment two structures (Fig-

ure 3.5). Here, the page structure is derived from the inherent structure of the
task. Each pipeline results in a segmentation page, the parameter adjustment is
translated per page. Segmentation pipeline 1 is taken from example 1 (Figure 3.4c,
Figure 3.5a) and is represented by page 2. All parameter adjustments are added
to that page. Segmentation pipeline 2 is represented by page 3 and both default
parameters (Figure 3.5b). Therefore, an image processing task that consists of the
segmentation of two structure results in an image processing wizard with four page
and two segmentation pages (Figure 3.5c).

3.3.4 Evaluation

Image processing wizards need to be evaluated in two ways; regarding segmentation
performance and regarding usability. Segmentation performance was measured with
a qualitative rating (�How well could you segment�) and a quantitative measurement
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with the Jaccard similarity in relation to a manual segmentation. The Jaccard
similarity of two segmentations S,T is given by

J(S, T ) = |S ∩ T |/|S ∪ T | (3.1)

J(S, T ) ranges between [0, 1]; whereby a higher value indicates a higher similarity.
The evaluation of the segmentation performance with the Cortex-Wizard, the CI-
Wizard, and the Cell-Shape-Wizard is based on the Jaccard similarity. The Jaccard
similarity is appropriate to evaluate medical segmentations because its a measure
with a high presentiveness [55]. We choose this evaluation as for most segmentations,
there was only one manual reference, methods would have to be compared to dif-
ferent manual segmentations. For segmentation evaluation in the Cortex-Wizard we
used the Segmentation Validation Engine ([114], Section 4.3.3). In the CI-Wizard's
segmentation evaluation, we compared multiple user segmentations to each other
and to an automatic segmentation and assessed segmentation ratings. No reference
segmentations were available. In the NVD-Wizard evaluation, though a reference
segmentation was available a qualitative segmentation evaluations would not have
corresponded with the visualization output of the wizard and therefore with the NVD
planning quality. In the Cell-Wizard evaluation, reference segmentations were given
and used for comparison. A drawback of that comparison is the high inter- and in-
traobserver variability of manual segmentations. Another method for segmentation
evaluation was proposed by War�eld et al. [122], who evaluate segmentations based
on multiple manual segmentations. A segmentation is considered of high quality,
when its results are within the variability range of the manual segmentations.
We tested usability with questionnaires, by measuring task completion time, by

recording feedback, and with observations. We also encouraged users to think aloud
during the wizard tests. The Cortex-Wizard was not evaluated regarding its usability,
because it is meant as prototype for all following image processing wizards. All other
wizards (CI, NVD, and Cell-Shape) were evaluated regarding usability. The NVD
wizard, additionally, was reviewed by an expert. User studies include a minimum
number of nine subjects, which is a su�cient number to test general usability and
user satisfaction [28] and corresponds to Nielson's concept of multiple small user
studies for usability testing [86]. All studies included users with di�erent experience
levels.
Details on wizard evaluations are given in the according sections (Section 4.3.3,

5.1.4, 6.3.3, 7.3.3).
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4 Cortex-Wizard: Guided Cortex
Segmentation

In various clinical or research scenarios, such as neurosurgical intervention planning,
diagnostics, or clinical studies concerning neurological diseases, a segmented brain
image can be of great value. A segmentation of cortex tissue allows for volume and
size measurements and supports neurosurgical intervention planning. For a so called
skull stripping, the cortex tissue is separated from the background. The cortex with
its sulci and gyri carries most information for neurosurgical intervention planning.
Cortex-Wizard is developed for skull stripping and translates the cortex segmentation
pipeline (CSP).

4.1 Medical Problem: Cortex Segmentation for

Intervention Planning and Clinical Studies

Complex neurosurgical interventions, such as tumor resections, are planned on the
basis of di�erent medical images ( Figure 4.1). Advancements concerning imaging
techniques allow a precise acquisition of a patient's anatomy. Nevertheless, actual
planning usually still takes place with 2D slice data and thus requires the surgeon to
have a good spatial orientation in the surgical �eld. In complex cases and with an
increasing number of di�erent data, this becomes a challenge � even for experienced
surgeons. A 3D visualization of these data, which integrates all relevant image in-
formation, can support the medical expert in the planning phase. For intervention
planning by means of a 3D visualization, a brain model (generated from a cortex
segmentation) plays the central role for several reasons. It provides context infor-
mation and a better overview over the patient-speci�c anatomy, since the sulci and
gyri of the cortical surface provide anatomical landmarks. Further, the course of the
sulci and their relation to the target structure facilitates access planning along the
sulci and therefore minimizes the destruction of healthy cortical tissue. Functional
information (fMRI results, measurements of electrodes on the brain surface) can be
projected onto the cortex surface. This additional information is then available to
the surgeon before and during the intervention.
Apart from neurosurgical intervention planning, cortex segmentations are also

valuable for the diagnosis and research on several neurological diseases, such as
Alzheimer or Multiple Sclerosis. Both diseases show a correlation of brain degen-
eration and progression of the disease. The measurement of this degeneration, e.g.
by detecting changes in brain volume, serves as a diagnostic tool. A prerequisite
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Figure 4.1: The use of contrast agents in MR imaging (left) leads to a high contrast
of venous blood vessels (blue arrows) to the cortical tissue (green). For
3D intervention planning (right), vessels can be separated more clearly
with a cortex segmentation from the Cortex-Wizard. [124]

for this is a fast and reproducible cortex segmentation. Manual segmentation takes
several hours and is prone to inter- and intra-observer errors. Only a quick and reli-
able (semi-)automatic segmentation method can provide for an actual applicability
of such measurements in the daily routine.

In addition to to neurosurgical intervention planning and patient-speci�c diagnosis,
this time-consuming segmentation is also problematic in clinical studies. A large
number of datasets need to be processed to enhance the understanding of neurological
diseases and improve therapy outcome. Here again, the manual completion of this
task is very laborious and renders many insightful studies impractical because the
available datasets cannot be handled.

4.2 Related Work: User Guidance for Cortex

Segmentation

We will �rst review conventional approaches for cortex segmentation and second
review user guidance for cortex segmentation.
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4.2.1 Cortex Segmentation

Cortex segmentation can either be done with registration-based or image-based seg-
mentation approaches. The registration-based approaches register a previously gen-
erated brain atlas to the data at hand, the image-based approaches use image in-
formation for segmentation. We chose an image-based approach, because one of our
goals is to segment clinical data with pathologies. A cortex containing pathologies
might be deformed and a single atlas in an registration-based method might not be
su�cient to represent its variation from a normal anatomy [64].
We segment the cortex from T1 MRI data, as these are the main data source for

neurosurgical intervention planning (Figure 4.1). A variety of automated cortex seg-
mentation methods for T1-weighted MR images already exist, which can be divided
into three categories: region-based, edge-based, and hybrid methods.

Region-based methods interpret cortex voxels as a set of connected voxels and aim
at separating this set from surrounding tissue with morphological operators,
region growing, or watershed segmentation. The advantage of morphological
operators is that they are easy to use and fast to adapt but it is sometimes
di�cult to �nd an appropriate kernel size and to make the method insensitive
to data variations [111, 138, 65]. Region growing uses an inclusion criterion
to form a region of cortex voxels from smaller seed regions. Region growing
methods always require user interaction for setting the seed points and select-
ing appropriate thresholds [60, 92]. The advantage of watershed methods is
that they always produce complete mask boundaries. Nevertheless, watershed
segmentations are sensitive to noise and can cause over-segmentation [43, 110].

Edge-based methods extract cortical tissue based on edge information. The brain
extraction tool (BET) initializes a deformable model in the center of gravity of
the head and deforms it with a combination of morphological and image-based
forces [111]. The weakness of edge-based methods is their sensitivity to noise
and to the initial contours [104, 136].

Hybrid methods combine some of the above mentioned techniques to increase ro-
bustness. Segonne et al. [104] combines watershed segmentation with an active
contour approach in the hybrid watershed algorithm (HWA). HWA is inte-
grated in the Freesurfer software tool and uses brain atlas information to cor-
rect segmentation results. The brain surface extractor (BSE) uses anisotropic
di�usion followed by Marr-Hildreth edge detection [107] and morphological
operations.

The segmentation approach used in the Cortex-Wizard combines watershed seg-
mentation with threshold level-sets in a hybrid segmentation to utilize the advan-
tages of watershed (complete boundary) and compensate for its disadvantages (over-
segmention)
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Figure 4.2: Page sequence in the Cortex-Wizard with exemplary data (top, [124])
and the wizard structure (bottom)

4.2.2 User Guidance for Cortex Segmentation

Cortex segmentation is often used in neurosurgical intervention planning (NIP, [71]).
Many systems for NIP focus on the visualization part: Beyer et al. [6] proposed a
system that provides visualization based skull stripping without the need for prior
segmentation. In their system, segmentation can be performed either manually or
with thresholding or watershed. In the system of Rieder et al. [99], a semi-automatic
watershed approach is used for cortex segmentation. While all of the above in-
clude easy to use visualization and interaction schemes, Köhn et al. [70] proposed
a work�ow oriented neurosurgical intervention planning, including cortex segmen-
tation. Yushkevich et al. [133] provides SNAP for cortex segmentation, a guided
work�ow for active contour segmentation with intuitive parameter selection and di-
rect feedback on intermediate results. The work�ow includes the calculation and
visualization of the speed function. The interaction of the visualization of the con-
tour evolution is done like in a video player with a Stop, Rewind and Single Step
button. The user sets spherical seeds for initialization. Parameters are described
�in terms of their impact on the behavior of the evolving contour, accompanied by
an interactive, dynamically updated 2D curve evolution illustration that shows the
e�ect of each of the parameters on the total force acting on the interface� [133].

Levinski et al. [74] proposed an interactive cortex surface correction with support
for editing and automatic highlighting of potential mis-segmentations, to reduce
segmentation time. The ESME suite, a tool for multimodal brain analysis, includes
a module for cortex segmentation [113]; it includes a segmentation wizard. Höhne
and Hanson [60] guide the user through morphology-based cortex segmentation and
provide direct visual feedback with a 3D visualization.
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Figure 4.3: Segmentation pipeline for the initial cortex segmentation with anisotropic
di�usion, watershed segmentation, basin selection, and morphological
postprocessing.

4.3 Method: Cortex-Wizard

In the following section, we will introduce the Cortex-Wizard and the CSP together
with the selection mechanism for corrective parameters. After that, we will specify
interaction paradigms with the pipeline and depict the performed evaluation with
the Segmentation Validation Engine (SVE) and introduce the Cortex-Wizard.

4.3.1 Cortex Segmentation Pipeline

The Cortex-Wizard was implemented as a plug-in for the volume data processing
and visualization platform VolV [95]. Segmentation algorithms are based on the
Insight Segmentation and Registration Toolkit [132]. The underlying segmentations,
the CSP, consists of two main steps: watershed, and threshold level set segmentation
(Figure 4.2). Figure 4.6 exemplary depicts the level set page. To let the user in�uence
all intermediate results and simultaneously minimize unnecessary user interaction,
we provided reference values for the segmentation parameters.

Watershed Segmentation: Initial Cortex Mask

To reduce image noise while retaining edges, we use anisotropic di�usion �ltering
(Section 2.2.2). With default parameters of t = 0.125, c = 3, and #It = 5 the �ltered
image is appropriate for the subsequent watershed segmentation (Figure 4.2). The
parameters have been determined experimentally.
Watershed segmentation coarsely identi�es cortex tissue from the inverted aniso-

tropic �ltered image (Section 2.2.4). In the evaluated T1 datasets, p = 0.1 and
f = 0.35 leads to one basin enclosing the cortex and an small number of basis (Fig-
ure 4.7). To close holes in the mask and reduce leaking, morphological closing is
performed with a spherical kernel of radius r = 2 and erosion with a spherical kernel
of radius r = 4 (Section 2.2.6).

Level Set Segmentation: Final Cortex Mask

In the last step, a re�ned cortex mask is computed using threshold level set segmenta-
tion (Section 2.2.11). Input data are the original dataset and the initial cortex mask.
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Figure 4.4: Segmentation pipeline for �nal cortex segmentation with threshold level
set segmentation and morphological postprocessing.

We propose to derive the level set thresholds TH1 and TH2 directly from a volume
datasets histogram. For all test cases (Section 4.3.3), the histogram contains three
speci�c points: A local minimum (min), local maximum (max), and the steep slope
(slp). Figure 4.6 (lower right) presents a histogram with a manually �tted curve and
the three points. Level set thresholds are chosen so that TH1 = min+(max−min)/2
and TH2 = slp. The threshold level set re�nes the initial cortex mask with a small
number of iterations (#It = 200), because the initial cortex mask is already located
near the cortex boundary. A careful selection of the level set thresholds leads to
a cortex mask that separates cortical tissue from diploe and blood vessels. Post-
processing reduces leaking with morphological opening with radius r = 2 reduces
connections to diploe. The cortex mask is given as the largest connected component.

4.3.2 Pages and Parameters

The CSP consists of two pipelines with several processing steps and provides the user
with the means to adjust all intermediate results, if necessary. The user can interact
in two di�erent ways; either by parameter adjustment or by direct manipulation of
the segmentation masks.

Wizard Structure

Figure 4.2 (bottom) depicts the structure of the Cortex-Wizard. Two segmentation
pipeline are each translated into one page for parameter adjustment and one page
for result correction.

Corrections and Interactions

Figures 4.3 and 4.4 introduce all parameters of the Cortex-Wizard, they correspond
to corrections in �gure 4.2. The green and orange parameters are default and cor-
rective parameters, respectively (Section 3.3.2). The latter are translated into the
following corrections:

Homogenize � optional preprocessing. For datasets with inhomogeneous gray val-
ues, an inhomogeneity correction is crucial before datasets are sent to the
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Figure 4.5: CSP on an inhomogeneous dataset without (left) and with (right) inho-
mogeneity correction. [124]

pipeline ( Figure 4.5). Inhomogeneity correction is performed as optional step
previous to anisotropic �ltering.

Adjust Basins � optional correction. The watershed �ood level f in�uences the
number of basins emerging in the initial cortex mask (Section 4.3.1). Here, the
default con�guration leads to one basin for the whole cortex. By decreasing the
�ood level, the number of basins increases, i.e. the method is able to distinguish
tissue regions more clearly. This might be useful if the segmentation leaks into
the diploe. A decreased f might divide the cortex into more than one section,
but excludes the diploe from the segmentation as well (Figure 4.3).

Mark Basins � optional correction. If the cortex is included in more than one wa-
tershed basin, the additional basins have to be identi�ed via seed points. The
default seed point is in the middle of the dataset.

Remove Holes/Bumps � optional corrections. Adaptation of the morphological �l-
ter kernel size closes holes on the initial cortex page, separates diploe from the
cortex on the �nal cortex page, and produces a smoother cortical surface on
both pages. As CSP tends to under-segment the cortex [125] morphological
dilation with radius r = 1 adds a layer of padding pixels.

Adjust Gap � optional correction. The lower threshold TH1 of the threshold level
set needs to be adjusted when the default value � derived from the dataset's
histogram � is not su�cient. To give direct feedback to the user, the dataset's
classi�cation is changed according to the changes in TH1.

Draw/Erase � drawing mode. If not enough image information is present in the
data, even an optimal parameter selection can lead to unsatisfying results ([90]).
In that case, a manual correction of intermediate and �nal pipeline results
becomes necessary. In the Cortex-Wizard those results can be manipulated
with cutting planes (Figure 4.8, right) or manual editing by freehand drawing.
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Figure 4.6: Screenshot of Level Set page. In the histogram the �tted curve (dashed
line) and min, max, and slp (cyan) that are used in threshold level set
parameter selection are marked.

For increased ergonomics during manual correction [72], we use a graphics
tablet or tablet PC (Figure 4.9). Manual correction can be applied to remove
diploe. Cutting planes are used to reduce leaking into the sagittal and traverse
sinuses and the optical nerve (Figure 4.8).

4.3.3 Evaluation: Segmentation Validation Engine

To evaluate the CSP with respect to other methods we compared it to three of the
most popular methods: BET, BSE, HWA (introduced above). These methods let
the user specify one to three parameters, perform all calculations, and show the �nal
result only. In contrast, our multi-step pipeline allows the inspection and � if needed
� correction of all intermediate results. Therefore, the need for a time consuming
trial and error process of �nding the right parameters is reduced.

Quantitative Evaluation

During the development of segmentation methods, validation and comparison with
existing methods is critical. For cortex segmentation, a variety of comparative studies
have already been performed, which use large data bases and include extensive results
analysis. Fennema-Notestine et al. [30] let the developers of BET, BSE, and HWA
suggest parameters based on their own experience with practice data, then performed
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Figure 4.7: Increasing the �ood level f leads to an increased number of basins, but
also to a better separation of diploe from cortex. A �ood level of f = 35
results in 135 basins (left), while a �ood level of f = 20 results in 871
basins (right). Some newly formed basins (white) increase the separation
of diploe and cortex. [124]

Figure 4.8: Leaking of the segmentation into diploe occludes sulci and gyri (left) in
the brain model. It can be corrected manually or with cutting. For the
removal of leakage into the traverse sinus, cutting is is more appropriate
than manual editing (right, white line). [124].
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Figure 4.9: Manual correction with a Wacom graphic tablet and the VolV software.
Working with a tablet increases ergonomics for manual segmentation.
[124]

an analysis of the di�erent methods on test data. The algorithms were rated with
respect to manually selected sagittal slices. A comparison of four di�erent cortex
segmentation algorithms including BET and BSE was presented by Boesen et al.
[8]. Evaluation was performed with a manual reference segmentation of 16 high
resolution MR images measuring processing time, percentage of correct boundary,
and percentage of misclassi�ed tissue. Hartley et al. [49] used a large database and
evaluated BET and BSE on 296 manually segmented datasets from the Asia Aging
Study.
Many comparable studies exist, but for the evaluation of a new method a uniform

dataset basis together with manual segmentation and identical quality metrics are
necessary. To address this issues, several test-databases for cortex segmentation have
been proposed.

IBSR [63] , the Internet Brain Segmentation Repository, provides a variety of man-
ually segmented test datasets and a tool to compute the overlap of two seg-
mentations. No further uni�ed evaluation methodology is proposed.

BrainWeb [14] was introduced by Cocosco et al. [18] and provides a brain MRI
simulation engine, which is able to produce datasets of di�erent modalities,
slice thickness, noise, and inhomogeneity levels. As the ground truth is given
by the simulation model, manual segmentation is not necessary here, but the
signi�cance of results based on simulated data with respect to real-world appli-
cations needs to be further validated. BrainWeb tests a methods robustness to
noise, inhomogeneity, and resolutions, but does not provide a uni�ed evaluation
procedure and error metrics.

SVE [114] was proposed by Shattuck et al. [106]. A number of 40 datasets are
available for download. The user can apply a new method to the dataset and
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upload the results. By comparing the results to a manual segmentation, SVE
computes a variety of error metrics (Section 4.3.3). All previously uploaded
data are stored in the results archive and the data can be sorted by the di�erent
error metrics.

The SVE provides an environment that enables us to evaluate the CSP in com-
parison to other methods, compare several performance aspects, and to provide our
results to the public.
A drawback of the SVE is the dependency on one manual segmentation. As

the inter- and intra-observer variability of manual segmentation can be large, the
evaluation is in�uenced by that speci�c manual segmentation [122].

Material: Forty T1 MRI

We evaluated default and interactive CSP with 40 T1 MRI datasets provided in SVE
[106]. Those datasets have a pixel size of 0.859mm, a slice distance of 1.5mm in the
coronal direction, and have 256× 124× 256 slices. SVE compares the segmentation
results (S) to a manual cortex segmentation (T ) and computes four di�erent quality
measures:

Sensitivity (|S ∩ T |/|T |) is the rate of brain voxels that are correctly classi�ed as
brain.

Speci�city (|S ∪ T |/|T |) is de�ned as the rate of non-brain voxels that are correctly
classi�ed as non-brain.

Jaccard similarity (Equation 3.1) measures the overlap of S and T .

Dice coe�cient (2|S ∩ T |/(|T |+ |S|)) is similar to the Jaccard similarity but gives
more weight to the correctly classi�ed brain voxels.

All four measurements range from 0 to 1 and a value near 1 indicates an optimal
result. Additionally, SVE provides error maps of average false positives and nega-
tives. For a variety of di�erent cortex structures, a structure metric is computed as
the overlap of structure and cortex mask, relative to the structure size. SVE provides
to access results of di�erent uploaded cortex segmentations to compare them with
one's own method.

4.4 Results: Quantitative Evaluation

A comprehensive evaluation of the default CSP has been presented in [125]. In this
study, we analyze the results of the CSP after user interaction. For that, 15 (of 40)
SVE datasets were interactively revised with the semi-automatic and manual cor-
rection methods presented in Section 4.3.2. We performed the following corrections
0The interested reader may �nd the presented results in the SVE results archive with id = 124
and id = 158
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Figure 4.10: Mean and standard deviation of the computed error metrics for the
di�erent methods. [124]

(Section 4.3.2). The average time required for a correction on one dataset is given
in parenthesis.

Homogenize � 1 dataset (1 minute),

Adjust/Mark Basins � 3 datasets (2 minutes),

Draw/Erase � 16 datasets: cutting of over-segmentation towards the borders (on
4 datasets, 2 minutes), cutting for small connection to the diploe ( on 2 datasets,
1 minute), and manual removal of diploe leakage (on 10 datasets, 3 minutes).

We also cut away small leakage from the cerebellum into the traverse sinus. The
segmentations for the remaining 25 datasets were satisfying with the default con�g-
uration and thus not corrected. Average processing time for the default CSP was
6 minutes, half of this time was required for the threshold level set. The correction
given above lead to an overall processing time of 6-12 minutes per dataset.
Figure 4.10 depicts the error metrics (Section 4.3.3) for default and interactive

CSP in comparison to the best results for BET, BSE, and HWA. . Since SVE
evaluations for di�erent parameter combinations are available for BET, BSE, and
HWA, we depict the results with the highest sum of all four error metrics.

0The values forming the basis for all presented �gures are available at the SVE website http:

//sve.loni.ucla.edu/archive/individual/?id=xx with xx=124 (CSP default), xx=152 (CSP
corrected), xx=29 (BET), xx=35 (BSE), xx=36 (HWA)
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Figure 4.11: Mean value µ and standard deviation σ of structure metrics for the
interactive CSP. The value indicates the ratio of segmented voxels for
each anatomical structure. The caudate gyrus, cingulate gyrus, fusiform
gyrus, and insular cortex could be completely segmented (µ = 1, σ = 0)
and are therefore not shown. [124]

4.5 Discussion

As already discussed in [125], the default Cortex-Wizard produces results in the
quality range of BET, BSE, HWA considering Jaccard similarity and Dice coe�-
cient. While speci�city is also in the range of the other methods, the sensitivity of
the default Cortex-Wizard is comparatively low. This especially occurs for datasets
with signal inhomogeneities. As the CSP is mainly isovalue based, it cannot deal
with large signal inhomogeneities. For those datasets and with no prior inhomogene-
ity correction, the default Cortex-Wizard trades leaking for under-segmentation �
speci�city for sensitivity. In the interactive Cortex-Wizard, the user can successfully
counter the under-segmentation (which is the major problem of the default CSP).
This results in an increase in sensitivity by 0.037. This enhancement comes at the
cost of a tolerable decrease in speci�city by 0.005. We tested the signi�cance of
changes in sensitivity and specitivity with the Wilcoxon signed-rank test for two
related samples. Both sensitivity and speci�city change is signi�cant with a sig-
ni�cance level of r < 0.001. Especially the morphological dilatation applied to an
under-segmented Cortex-Wizard result adds to this improvement. Figure 4.11 de-
picts the ratio of correctly segmented voxels per brain structure (combined for left
and right hemisphere) for the interactive Cortex-Wizard results. Lower mean values
in the structure metrics reveal anatomical structures, which are still not fully in-
cluded in the segmentation. In the temporal lobe, the middle and superior temporal
gyrus is under-segmented in some datasets. The lower part of the frontal lobe, the
middle and lateral orbitofrontal gyrus also was incomplete in some cases.
Figure 4.12 shows the average amounts of false positives (leaking) and false nega-
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Figure 4.12: Error maps for Cortex-Wizard, BET, BSE, and HWA show the average
false positives (left) and false negatives (right). Each dataset is regis-
tered with an atlas. The false positives/negatives are averaged over all
datasets and summed up for each cardinal direction (axial, sagittal, and
coronal). Please consider the given maximal max value in each cardinal
view, as the color palette is scaled 0 − max for maximization of the
dynamic range. So a white pixel refers to the given maximal count of
false positives/negatives. [124]
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tives (under-segmentation) in more detail. Here, bright yellow depicts the maximum
of false positives and negatives in each picture. Please note that the white number
gives the maximal value for each image, i.e. the color values cannot be compared
directly from image to image. Under-segmentation occurs mainly in the temporal
lobe. In some cases, the optic nerve and the venous sinus is wrongly included in the
segmentation. The latter, however, is not handled correctly by any other method as
well ( Figure 4.12, left).
In neurosurgical intervention planning, blood vessels are the main risk structure

and are captured with a contrast-enhanced MRI sequence. In these cases, the vessels
have a high contrast to the cortex and can be clearly separated from cortical tissue
by the Cortex-Wizard ( Figure 4.1).
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5 CI-Wizard: Guided Segmentation for
Cochlear Implantation Planning

In this chapter, we present a novel wizard for cochlear implantation planning (CI
planning). The wizard guides medical experts without technical background through
the steps necessary to segment di�erent structures in the middle and inner ear.
Segmentation pipelines are encapsulated in an easy-to-use wizard, resulting in an
e�cient work�ow for CI planning.

5.1 Method: Cochlea-Implant-Wizard

In the next section the CI-Wizard is introduced with segmentation pipelines, the
wizard's page structure, corrections and interactions, and the evaluation with a user
study.

5.1.1 Segmentation Pipelines

Most anatomical structures of the inner and middle ear are embedded in bony tis-
sue. Therefore, in the absence of pathologies, inter-observer variations in shape and
relative position as well as in the volume of the structures are limited. We use this
knowledge about the average size or volume to set volumes of interest (VOI) for the
segmentation pipelines and restrict the search space for segmentation parameters
(volume too large/small). In the following, VOIs and segmentations of the anatomi-
cal structures are discussed in the order the structures are segmented in the wizard,
which is mainly from lateral to medial for each ear. Preprocessing for all pipelines
includes smoothing for noise reduction and isotropic rescaling.

Acoustic Canal (AC) � overview structure. It provides a boundary for surgical ac-
cess, as the bony boundary of the acoustic canal needs to be preserved. Fig-
ure 5.2 illustrates the AC segmentation pipeline. The acoustic canal is delin-
eated by �rst segmenting the air with volume growing with an upper thresh-
old TH2 = −200. This value is derived from the Houns�eld units for fat
HUFat ∈ [−200, 0], because HUAir is smaller than HUFat. The lateral bound-
ary to the outside is found by including only slices in which the area of the
acoustic canal < 80mm2. The acoustic canal is an tube, with a diameter of
5 − 10mm. The medial boundary to the tympanic cavity is approximated by
the last sagittal slice with a round shape. When scrolling through the CT slices
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Figure 5.1: Anatomical structures that are segmented in the CI-Wizard (top) and
CI-Wizard pages sequence (bottom). The boxes below the page or struc-
tures boxes depict optional (orange) and necessary (red) corrections.
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Figure 5.2: Segmentation pipeline for acoustic canal.

from lateral to medial, the round intersection of the acoustic canal becomes ir-
regular when the acoustic canal transitions into the tympanic cavity and the
ossicles emerge.

Ossicles (OS) � overview structures. Incus and malleus are segmented together as
OS. In most cases the stapes is not displayed in the data, because of its small
diameter its signal is too weak. The short crus of the malleus directs to the
facial nerve. Figure 5.3 illustrates the OS segmentation pipeline. A VOI of the
ossicles with edge length 9mm is approximated around the seed point, as the
ossicles should not extend more than 9mm in each direction [69]. The ossicles
are segmented with volume growing and a lower threshold of TH1 = 700, which
is in the middle of HUBone ∈ [400, 1000]. This threshold is iteratively adapted
while VOS < 50mm3 [69]. This upper boundary is derived from the average
volume of 31mm3.

Tympanic Cavity (TC) � overview structure. Figure 5.4 illustrates the TC segmen-
tation. The TC is segmented with the same threshold as the AC. The di�cult
delineation to the antrum is approximated so that the tympanic cavity contains
the ossicles completely.

Facial Nerve, Chorda Tympani (NF, NC) � main risk structures. Hurting them
leads to facial paralysis or loss of taste. They form the chorda facial angle,
which restricts access and insertion angle of the CI. Figure 5.5 illustrates the

Figure 5.3: Segmentation pipeline for ossicles including malleus and incus.
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Figure 5.4: Segmentation pipeline for tympanic cavity.

mainly manual NF and NC segmentation. The user sets seed points that are
connected with a straight line with a minimal diameter 0.8mm and 0.3mm
[88]. Only voxels around HUBrain ∈ [40− 50] are included in the segmentation
(Fig. 5.5). The nerve VOI is computed iteratively over all seed points plus a
boundary of 1mm.

Round Window (RW) � target structure. In most cases, the CI is inserted into the
cochlea through a small incision in the round window. The wizard segments
the bony boundary around the round window, that is removed during surgery
to access to the round window. Figure 5.6 illustrates the RW segmentation
pipeline. As soft tissue is not well visible and segmentable in the CT datasets,
the RW is segmented indirectly by a segmentation of the bony boundary around
the tympanic sinus to the cochlea. Candidate volumes are tubular parts of the
tympanic cavity with HUAir = −1000 with an approximate diameter DRW =
2mm [44] and length of 1−3mm that are detected with a vesselness �lter [101].
After the user marks the tympanic sinus, the bony boundary is segmented via
thresholding withHUBone ∈ ([700, 3000] in a spherical area with diameter 4mm
around the seed point.

Cochlea (CO) � target structure. The CIs insertion angle is determined by the
orientation of the base coil of the cochlea. The wizard segments the cochlea
together with the vestibule and the inner ear canal. Figure 5.7 illustrates
the CO segmentation pipeline. The VOI of cochlea, vestibule and inner ear
canal uses anatomical knowledge, such as an average length of the inner ear
of 21 − 26mm and its position medial to the round window. The cochlear

Figure 5.5: Segmentation pipeline for facial nerve and chorda tympani.
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Figure 5.6: Segmentation pipeline for the bony boundary around the round window.

segmentation pipeline is based on thresholding and an algorithm to �nd a 2D
connected region in sagittal direction in each slice. Anatomical knowledge, such
as the proximity to the round window and the approximate sagittal orientation
of the inner ear canal is integrated. The cochlear pipeline uses two criteria to
determine if the cochlea has already be found. First, if the seed points for region
selection are available and second, if the volume of the region selection is in
the range [150, 500]mm3. These thresholds are derived from an approximation
of the cochlea as a cone with a diameter of 9mm and height of 5mm, which
leads to an approximate volume of the Cochlea of ≈ 190mm3, [44]) and an
approximation of the vestibule as a ellipsoid with size 6x4x6mm and volume
≈ 80mm3 [44]), additional the volume of the inner ear canal has to be taken into
account. While the seed point and volume criteria are not ful�lled, upper and
lower threshold (TH1, TH2) are adjusted. Initial thresholds are HULiquid =
0± 500.

Semicircular Canals (SC) � overview structure. Their distinctive shape enhances
orientation in the 3D view. Figure 5.8 illustrates the SC segmentation pipeline.
The SC are tubular structures with an approximate diameter of 1mm and
length of 20mm [69]. The SC are segmented with a vesselness �lter, a sub-
sequent thresholding, and a selection of regions that are connected to the
vestibule and have a speci�c volume results. Due to the partial volume ef-
fect SC voxels are brighter than CO voxels.

Figure 5.7: Segmentation pipeline for the inner ear including cochlea, vestibule, and
inner ear canal.
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Figure 5.8: Segmentation pipeline for semicircular canals.

5.1.2 Wizard Structure

The CI-Wizard segments anatomical structures from medial to lateral (Figures 5.1).
Each structure is segmented on a separate page with a the appropriate segmentation
pipeline (Figures 5.2-5.8). Figure 5.1 depicts the sequence of pages in the CI-Wizard.
After loading a CT dataset, the data are preprocessed and the user can determine
a VOI for CI planning. After that, the anatomical structures are segmented. Boxes
below the structures boxes depict corrections and interactions. Optional correc-
tions (orange) translate corrective parameters. Required interactions (red) translate
interactive parameters. The according parameters are depicted in the structures
segmentation pipelines (Figures 5.2-5.8). Figure 5.9 displays the page for cochlea
segmentation as an example page. Each page contains a title and short instructions
below it. Basic navigation form page to page is done with the Back and Next button.
The Corrections button leads to the pages corrections. The Help button can be used
to acquired more detailed information about correction and navigation in the slice
data.

5.1.3 Corrections and Interaction

Figures 5.2-5.8 depict the segmentation pipelines with classi�ed parameters. They
result in the following corrections (Figure 5.1):

Mark/Select � necessary interaction that translate setting a seed points, which is
used to mark the OS (Figure 5.3, red) and select the RW from a set of candidate
regions (Figure 5.6, red).

Mark Course � necessary interaction that translated setting a series of seed points
that is used to track the course of the NF and NC (Figure 5.5).

Add/Remove � optional correction to alter default seed points the select inner ear
structures on the cochlea page. It is used to add inner ear structures (cochlea,
inner acoustic canal, vestibule) when they are not connected in the default
segmentation and not selected by the default seed points (Figure 5.7, seed
points for selection).
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Figure 5.9: CI-Wizard page with 2D-slice views, 3D-view, short instructions below
the page title and buttons for the navigation between pages, corrections
and additional help.

Grow/Shrink � optional correction that groups diverse parameter adaptions in the
segmentation pipelines for AC, OS, TC, CO, and SC. For AC, it grows/shrinks
the AC VOI to grow/shrink the AC segmentation in the medial or lateral
direction. For OS segmentation, it adapts all corrective parameters (Figure 5.3,
orange) and for TC segmentation, it adapt a thresholds to alter the antrum
separation (Figure 5.4, orange). In the CO segmentation it adapts thresholds
TH1 and TH2 for the initial inner ear thresholding �lter (Figure 5.4, orange)
and in the SC segmentation is adapts TH1 for thresholding vesselness �lter
results (Figure 5.7).

Figure 5.9 exemplary depicts corrections on the cochlea page.

5.1.4 Evaluation: User Study

In a user study with twelve spiral CT datasets and twelve subjects, each subject
segmented four datasets with the CI-Wizard, so that each dataset was segmented
four times. We used a questionnaire to acquire general information about the user,
segmentation quality ratings of the di�erent structures, and a usability rating.

Materials: Twelve High Resolution Spiral CTs

Our user study includes twelve spiral CT datasets of one ear of adult patients, six
left ears and six right ears, with a average pixel size of 0.24mm2 (σ = 0.07) and a
average slice distance of 0.4mm (σ = 0.29) in axial direction. The CT were clipped
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to an average of 7.5 · 106 voxels (σ = 4.4 · 106) and covered an average volume of
77.9cm3 (σ = 20.4). The patients' average age was 64 (σ = 16) years at the time
of the recording. The datasets included representative pathologies and anatomical
variations like missing ossicles, acoustic canal stenosis, a partial ossicular replacement
prosthesis (PORP), a twisted round window position (angle between access and �rst
cochlear turn about 90◦), mastoidectomy, and a narrow chorda facial angle. Six
datasets contained a pathology or anatomical variations and six depicted a normal
anatomy.

Subjects: Twelve Physicians with Di�erent Levels of Experience

Users were divided into groups according to their practical experience in their �eld:
Groups included three senior physicians (Seniors) with over �ve years of experience,
�ve medical residents (Residents) with up to �ve years of experience, and four medical
students (Students) with no practical experience. The seniors' group included two
ENT surgeons and one radiologist, the residents' group included four residents in
ENT surgery and one ENT physician, and the students' group included four medical
students, which have not yet specialized.
Each subject was presented with a training dataset that was segmented by a study

conductor. After that, each subject segmented four CT datasets in randomized
order, so that the position for the presentation of each dataset was balanced. Each
subject segmented right as well as left ears and ears with and without pathologies
or anatomical variations.

Study Design: Usability and Functionality

We evaluated usability and segmentation results of the CI-Wizard with di�erent
measures and compared the measures per group, trial, and structure. Subject groups
are seniors, residents, and students (Section 5.1.4). The trial refers to the i-th dataset
a subject segments with the wizard. Each subject segmented four datasets with the
wizard: a 1st, a 2nd, a 3rd, and a 4th dataset. Anatomical structures segmented in
the wizard can be found in �gure 5.1: acoustic canal (AC), ossciles (OS), tympanic
cavity (TC), facial nerve (NF), chorda tympanpi (NC), round window (RW), cochlea
and inner ear (CO), as well as semicircular canals (SC).

Questionnaire � The questionnaire was divided into three di�erent parts, the gen-
eral part, the segmentation part, and the wizard part. The general part asks
for the age group, the profession, the experience in his �eld, and the experience
level with CT datasets, ear anatomy, segmentations, and computer software.
We evaluated experience ratings per group. The segmentation part asked for a
segmentation quality rating for each structure in each dataset. For each struc-
ture of each segmented dataset, the users rated how well they could segment
a structure. Possible answers are: �good�, �with minor errors errors�, �with
errors�, �insu�ciently�, and �not at all�. We evaluated segmentation quality
ratings per structure. Users gave time rating for each dataset on a scale from
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Figure 5.10: Experience ratings for anatomy, CT, segmentation, and software per
group.

�high� to �neutral� to �low�. We evaluated dataset time rating per group and
trial. The wizard part lets the users score usability from �good� to �with mi-
nor errors� and �with errors� to �insu�cient� and rate wizard time requirement
from �low� to�adequate� and �high� to �too high�. We evaluated the usability
ratings and wizard time ratings per group.

Segmentation � The wizard stores segmentation results automatically. We com-
pared the segmentation of each anatomical structure (AS) with the mean mu-
tual Jaccard similarity J̄AS. Given the Jaccard similarity J(S1, S2) of two
segmentations S1 and S2 in equation 3.1 we compute

J̄AS =

∑12
DS=1

∑4
A=1

∑
B 6=A J(SDSA , SDSB)

|DS| ∗ |Seg|
(5.1)

for the twelve datasets DS and four users A and B. We evaluated J̄AS between
users' segmentations and automatic segmentation proposal and per structure.
To identify mis-segmentations a visual comparison of the segmentation results
was performed.

Data Logging � The CI-Wizard logged the runtime for each page and the whole
run. To be able to evaluate user interaction time Tinteract, we recorded the
runtime of the segmentation pipelines Tpipelines and subtracted it from the
total time Ttotal

Tinteract = Ttotal − Tpipelines (5.2)

We evaluated the average interaction time per trial, group, and structure and
compared this �gures to the time ratings from the questionnaire, segmentation
quality ratings, and J̄AS.

5.2 Results: User Study and Qualitative Evaluation

Figure 5.10 displays experience ratings per group. The di�erent experience with
anatomy and CT is most prominent. Medium experience rating with software was
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Figure 5.11: Wizard usability ratings (left) and segmentation quality ratings (right)
per group.

�little� and with segmentation was �none� amongst all users. On average, the seniors
had 9.3 years of experience, the residents had 1.6 years of experience, and the students
0 years of experience in their �eld.
Figure 5.11 compares wizard usability ratings per group with segmentation quality

ratings per group. Medium usability rating was �with minor errors� with a tendency
to �good�. Figures 5.12 and 5.13 depict time ratings and measured time per group
and trial. Medium wizard time rating was �adequate� with a tendency to �too high�.
Medium dataset time rating was �neutral� with a tendency to �high�. A �low� time
rating did only occur for 3rd and 4th trials (Figure 5.13, right). Average runtime
of the CI-Wizard was T̄total = 13 (σ = 5) minutes and average interaction time
T̄interact = 11 (σ = 5) minutes.
Figure 5.14 depicts segmentation quality rating, mean mutual Jaccard similar-

ity J̄ , and time measurements per structure. Median segmentation quality rating
was �good�, answers per anatomical structure are depicted in �gure 5.14 (top). J̄
between the segmentations with automatic proposals (AC, TC, OS, CO, SC) was
0.86 (σ = 0, 17) between subjects and 0.87 (σ = 0.2) in comparison to the automatic
segmentation proposals. J̄ between mainly manual segmented structures (NF, NC,
RW) was 0.30 (σ = 0.22) (Figure 5.14,middle). Figure 5.14 (bottom) presents time
measurements per anatomical structures.

5.3 Discussion

All evaluated �gures depend on the user's experience level with the wizard and with
ear anatomy in CT. That makes it hard to discriminate whether low ratings come
from missing experience with the data or from an inferior software functionality.
Therefore, there are two di�erent causes that disabled users to segment a structure
correctly:

(A) Experience with CT or anatomy � Here, the user's anatomical knowledge is
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Figure 5.12: Time per group, with ratings for each trial (left), time ratings for the
wizard (right) and time measurement (bottom).

Figure 5.13: Time per trial with ratings for the wizard (left) and time measurement
(right).
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Figure 5.14: Qualitative and quantitative segmentation evaluation with segmenta-
tion quality ratings (top) and mean mutual Jaccard similarity (middle).
Time measurements (bottom) per anatomical structure. The abbrevia-
tions of the structure are introduced in section 5.1.4.
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Figure 5.15: Segmentation variance and typical mis-segmentations of ossciles (left),
round window (middle), and facial nerve with chorda tympani (right)
in an axial slice (top) and 3D-view (bottom). The colors correspond the
number of user that have segmented a voxel (green to red, 1 to 4).

not su�cient to correctly segment a structure or the structure is not visible in
the CT data.

(B) Functionality and usability � The user is unable to achieve an optimal segmen-
tation result with the given options or does not �nd or use the given options.

Overall, segmentation quality is high for structures with automatic proposals. For
the segmentation of the nerves (NF and NC) and the round window (RW), we pro-
vided the user with an anatomical tutorial and candidate regions (for RW), but can
not provide automatic segmentation proposals. This made the users more unsure
about the segmentation quality: Median segmentation quality rating was �good� for
all other structures and �with minor errors� for NF, NC, and RW. Also, mean mutual
Jaccard similarities (Figure 5.14 (middle) ranged below 0.4 for each of NF, NC, and
RW and above 0.75 for each other structure. While users took longest to segment
the NF (Figure 5.14, bottom), they took shorter time to �nd the NC or could not
�nd the structure at all. Mis-segmentations for NC, NF, and RW occurred mostly
due to to a lack of experience with CT or anatomy (A). In 17 (of 48) cases users
were not able to identify the NC at all, and in another 6 cases users mis-segmented
the NC. Figure 5.15 (middle, bottom) shows a mis-segmented NC: two users di�ered
slightly in its course, one user mis-segmented the course completely and one user was
not able to segment the NC at all. The RW was mis-segmented in 12 (of 48) cases.
Figure 5.15 (left) show an example, where one user took a tip of the tympanic cavity
for the RW. The NF was mis-segmeted in 7 (of 48) cases, mainly in the area of the
geniculum (Figure 5.15, middle)
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Segmentation results of the cochlea (CO) and ossicles (OS) made clear that on
some pages the correction methods were not adequately phrased (B). Figure 5.15
(right) depicts the ossicle segmentation for a dataset with a PORP in which the
ossicles had to be segmented from multiple parts. Only one user was able to segment
the head of the PORP, only two to segment the long process of the incus. In case the
automatic segmentation proposal lacked a part of the segmentation and an additional
structure was segmented, 9 (of 20) users where able to correct this. Figure 5.16
depicts a segmentation of the cochlea with additional structures. Two of four users
where able to apply the appropriate correction (�Remove Non Inner Ear Structure)
and with it remove the additionally segmented structures.
A median wizard time rating of �adequate� shows that for most users time for

a wizard run is acceptable (Figure 5.12, left). The median wizard usability rating
of �with minor errors� is due to some software crashes and because users were not
able to achieve an optimal segmentation result for some structures (Figure 5.11,
left). This occurred for AC and TC, where users expected them to be separated
by the tympanic membrane, for NF, NC and RW, where users were unsure about
thE segmentations, and for CO, where users were not able to apply the appropriate
corrections for missing/additional segmented structures.
Dataset time rating decreases from trials to trial which indicates a learning curve

(Figure 5.13, left). In the 3rd and 4th trial users grew accustomed to the wizard
and the anatomy and gave more �low� ratings. This is re�ected also in the average
time which decreases over trials (Figure 5.13, right). The wizard time rating and
the average time per group illustrate the di�erent perception of time in the groups.
Seniors were most critical about time (medium rating �too high�, Figure 5.12, mid-
dle), while they on average took least time for one wizard run (Figure 5.12, right).
Also students gave �high� dataset time ratings, as they were the group with the least
experience in CT and ear anatomy. On average, they took less time for one wizard
run than the residents, as they were less speci�c about the segmentation results and
quicker to guess e.g. the course of the NC. To sum up, the last chapter presented a
tool for guided CI planning - the CI-Wizard. The wizard is well usable and enables
medical experts to segment a series of ear structures on their own. Nevertheless, the
wizard requires a large amount of experience with anatomy and CT data.
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Figure 5.16: Segmentation variance and typical mis-segmentations of the cochlea
in two axial slices (left, middle) and a 3D-view (right). The colors
correspond how often the user h segmented a voxel (from green to red,
from 1 to 4).
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6 NVD-Wizard: Guided Neurovascular
Decompression Planning

Neurovascular compression syndromes (NVC) result from a compression of a cranial
nerve by a vessel at its root or entry zone from or to the brainstem. NVC is often
surgically treated with neurovascular decompression (NVD). Surgical intervention
planning for NVD enables a comprehensive spatial understanding of the patient
speci�c anatomy. Speci�cally, brainstem, vessels, and nerves are segmented in NVD
planning. To support 3D segmentation for NVD planning we propose a wizard-based
user guidance. The NVD-Wizard guides the user through the patient's individual
anatomy and the segmentation procedures and translates the parameter tuning into
adequate medical terminology. We were able to show pathological nerve and vessel
contact in ten NVC cases, compared the results to conventional NVD planning [50,
51, 52] and performed a study to evaluate usability and functionality of the wizard.
With the NVD-Wizard the users were able to perform a NVD planning without any
knowledge in image processing. Anatomical beginners showed a steep learning curve.

6.1 Medical Problem: Neurovascular Decompression

Neurovascular compression syndromes (NVC, like e.g. trigeminal neuralgia or hemi-
facial spasm) result from a contact between a vessel and a cranial nerve at the nerve's
exit point from the brainstem. The pressure from the vessel and its pulsation can
lead to a hyperactive malfunction of the nerve, resulting in pain or spasms. For
example, a compression of the facial nerve lead to facial spasms, a compression of
the trigeminal nerve to facial pain, and a compressions of the glossopharyngeal nerve
to pharyngeal, palatal, or tongue pain, e.g. when swallowing [97].
Neurovascular compression is surgically treated with neurovascular decompression

(NVD) [78], a mobilisation of the blood vessel from the nerve and successive insertion
of a patch of Te�on or muscle tissue between nerve and vessel.
Preoperatively, a visualisation of the contact point between nerve and vessel struc-

tures together with the brainstem yields a comprehensive spacial understanding of
the complex anatomy in this area (Figure 6.3, top). Hence, a segmentation of
the anatomical structures of interest is obtained by a combination of strongly T2
weighted MR-CISS (constructed interference in steady state) and an angiographic
MR-TOF (time of �ight) sequence [50, 51, 52]. The conventional approach, a semi-
automatic segmentation of the structures, may take 2-3 hours for an experienced
user and is a challenging task due to the complex and individual anatomy.
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6 NVD-Wizard: Guided Neurovascular Decompression Planning

Figure 6.1: MeDAlyVis and missegmentation of the CSF [116].

6.2 Related Work: Neurovascular Decompression

Planning

Di�erent kinds of NVD planning have been proposed: Some publication focus on the
type of imaging used and perform 2D planning [17, 79]. Others perform 3D NVD
planning, based on 3D models of the relevant anatomy [83, 82, 51, 50] and others use
virtual reality systems, mainly the Dexstroscope [13] to plan and simulate NVD [89,
41, 27, 68]. We refer to the 3D NVD planning of Hastreiter et al. Hastreiter et al. [52,
51, 50] and translate their conventional NVD segmentation and planning approach
to the NVD-Wizard. It uses MeDAlyVis, a research tool for the visualization and
manipulation of volume data. The work�ow for NVD planning from data acquisition
to segmentation and visualization with MeDAlyVis will be depicted in the following.

Data Acquisition � For each case of NVD planning, an MR-TOF and MR-CISS
sequence is recorded. The MR-TOF is an angiographic time of �ight sequence
that emphasizes �owing blood in arteries. In MR-TOF no veins and only the
larger arteries � basilar artery, vertebral arteries, and posterior and superior
cerebral artery � are visible. Veins and smaller arteries, like the inferior anterior
and inferior posterior cerebral artery, are visible only in some cases and are
segmented from the MR-CISS data. MR-CISS (Constructed interference in
steady state) sequence is a strongly T2 weighted MRI sequence that emphasizes
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Figure 6.2: Resulting segmentation mask with nerves, CSF and vessels, brainstem,
and background classes. Adapted from [116]

liquids and with that the CSF (Cerebrospinal Fluid). Nerves and blood vessels
are visualized implicitly as darker areas in bright CSF. Data are stored as dicom
�les in the PACS system and exported to the neurosurgical department.

Segmentation with MeDAlyVis � The NVD planning expert imports the data from
the PACS system and converts dicom to raw/dat �les. The raw/dat format
is an anonymized format which contains only the image data. MeDAlyVis
loads MR-CISS and MR-TOF data and the expert segments all anatomical
structures of interest: First, he segments blood vessels from MR-TOF with
a manual VOI and with volume growing (thresholds [180,max]), followed by
a manual correction of the segmentation. The segmentation should contain
only larger vessels and exclude the carotid arteries. As the volume renderer
in MeDAlyVis visualizes a single volume, MR-TOF vessels are included in the
MR-CISS: the MR-TOF voxels in the vessel segmentation are inverted and the
according voxels in the MR-CISS are overwritten. That ensures that vessels
from the MR-TOF can be also visualized in the MR-CISS data. This step
takes 20-30 minutes, including data conversion. Second, the expert segments
CSF and vessels in the MR-CISS data with another VOI, volume growing,
and manual correction. The segmentation should contain all relevant vessels,
especially in the area of the suspected NVC. It should also exclude irrelevant
vessels and an oversegmentation of the CSF boundary to avoid a grey shadow
around the CSF in the subsequent visualization (Figure 6.1). For a complex
case, this step might take up to two hours. Third, the brainstem is segmented
by volume growing in the prede�ned VOI excluding CSF. Its anterior boundary
is given by the posterior boundary of the CSF. Its posterior boundary is given
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by the posterior boundary of the VOI. Manual corrections make sure that the
brainstem segmentation does not include any vessels at the boundary to the
CSF. This step takes around 15-30 minutes. Fourth, the nerves are coarsely
segmented manually in �ve to ten axial slices. This step take around 5 min-
utes. The resulting segmentation mask contains four classes: nerves, CSF and
vessel, brainstem, and background (Figure 6.2) and serves as a label volume
for the subsequent visualization.

Visualization and Re�nement with MeDAlyVis � For each class of the segmenta-
tion mask another transfer function can be de�ned for the fusion dataset in
the MeDAlyVis volume renderer. In the CSF class, vessels i.e. dark parts
are visualized in red. Because of the fusion of MR-CISS and MR-TOF, ar-
teries from MR-TOF are also displayed. In the brainstem class, dark parts
are visualized in gray. In the nerves class, dark parts are visualized in yellow
and brighter parts that belong to the CSF are neglected. Therefore, only a
coarse segmentation of the nerves was necessary. Afterwards, the NVD expert
consults an experienced neurosurgeon. They discuss the exact position of the
NVC and iteratively correct voxels manually. This step takes 10 minutes to 2
hours according to the complexity of the case and quality of the image data.

The whole process takes about 80 minutes to 5 hours, and interaction with the
MeDAlyVis system is not tailored to medical experts. Up to now, there are no
examples of guided NVD planning.

6.3 Methods: NVD-Wizard

The aim of the NVD-Wizard was to speed up the conventional planning process,
ease the interaction between medical expert and image processing methods, while
allowing for manual corrections at any time of the process. It is integrated in the
work�ow in the neurosurgical department and replaces the steps Segmentation with
MeDAlyVis and Re�nement with MeDAlyVis in conventional NVD planning (Sec-
tion 6.2). Visualization is done in the NVD-Wizard and with MeDalyVis to provide
the NVD expert with their known visualization and to be able to compare the wizard
result with conventional results.

6.3.1 Wizard Structure

Figure 6.3 (bottom) depicts the page structure of the NVD-Wizard. After load-
ing a MR-CISS dataset (Fig. 6.3, top left), the MR-TOF images are automatically
loaded. Each page provides a Help window that also describes general interaction
methods and page speci�c tasks and contains a title and short instructions below it.
Basic navigation from page to page is done with the Back and Next button. The
Corrections button contains methods to alter the segmentations. The Draw/Erase
mode is available on each segmentation page to re�ne every structure's segmentation
manually.
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Figure 6.3: Anatomical structures of interest (top) and page structure of the NVD-
Wizard (bottom). The anatomical structures are depicted in an axial
slice of the MR-CISS data (left) and a 3D visualisation (right) for CSF
(1), blood vessels (2), nerves (3), and brainstem (4). The wizards image
processing part is divided into a part for setting a volume of interest
(VOI) and a part for segmentation of the anatomical structures. Optional
user interactions are marked in yellow, necessary user interactions are in
marked red. [35]

6.3.2 Pages and Parameters

This next section describes each page, segmentation pipelines, user interaction and
corrections.

Load page � The user selects an MR-CISS dataset. As both datasets are named
due to a naming convention, the MR-TOF can be loaded automatically.

Tutorial page � This page provides a tutorial for navigating in the volume datasets
and the visualization. It lets the user experiment on how to interact with the
volume data: how to scroll through the slices, to zoom, to draw in the slices,
and how to handle seed points.

VOI page � This page lets the user get acquainted with the dataset while asking
the user to identify anatomical landmarks: CSF, brainstem, basilar artery,
vertebral artery, and trigeminal and facial nerves. He sets a seed point on each
for the landmarks and they are used to compute a VOI. The VOI restricts the
working volume of the subsequent image processing algorithms. An overlay of
MR-TOF over MR-CISS helps to identify the vessels. When the user clicks
the next button, MR-TOF and MR-CISS are fused with the pipeline from
Figure 6.5. The MR-TOF is thresholded with a �xed threshold of [180, 4095]
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Figure 6.4: Example NVD-Wizard page Nerve/Vessels Re�ne with 2D-slice views,
3D-view, short instructions below the page title, and buttons for the
navigation between pages, corrections, and additional help. [34]

and the voxels in the vessel segmentation substitute corresponding voxels in
the MR-CISS.

Cerebrospinal Fluid (CSF) � This page segments the CSF. A dialog window asks
the user to identify CSF between basilar and vertebral artery with a seed point.
This seed point is an interactive parameter for the CSF pipeline in Figure 6.6
which segments CSF with volume growing and re�nes it with level sets. It
is translated into the �Mark� interaction on the CSF page (Figure 6.3). The
segmentation result can be altered with a new seed point (�Mark�), in the
drawing mode (�Draw/Erase�), and postprocessed with morphological dilation
or erosion (�Grow/Shrink�). The morphological correction has been added in
close cooperation with the neurosurgical department to prevent the shadow
artifact mentioned before (Section 6.2).

Figure 6.5: Segmentation pipeline for fusion of CISS and TOF.
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Figure 6.6: Segmentation pipeline for CSF.

Figure 6.7: Segmentation pipeline for vessels segmentation from the MRA TOF
dataset.

Vessels � This page segments arteries from MR-TOF. Figure 6.7 depicts the vessel
segmentation pipeline, which mainly consists of with thresholding. The CSF
segmentation restricts the vessel segmentation. The pipeline runs without user
interaction and the user can afterwards correct the segmentation manually
(�Draw/Erase�).

Brainstem � Figure 6.8 illustrates the automatic brainstem segmentation pipeline.
The main idea is to segment the brainstem as a connected component of the
inverse CSF segmentation. Level sets re�ne the anterior boundary of the brain-
stem. The VOI cuts the posterior boundary of the brainstem. The brain-
stem is used as an overview structure and to visualize the entry point of the
cranial nerves to the brainstem. It can be corrected in the drawing mode

Figure 6.8: Segmentation pipeline for the brainstem.
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Figure 6.9: Segmentation pipeline for the nerve candidates.

(�Draw/Erase�).

Nerve candidates � Figure 6.9 depicts the segmentation of nerve candidates. Pre-
de�ned seed points from the VOI page select tubular structures in the area
of the CSF. Tubular structures that are either blood vessels or nerves result
from a segmentation with an hierarchical vesselness �lter on the Fusion data.
Afterwards vessels from the MR-TOF are subtracted and the Nerve candidates
can be altered with additional, moved or removed seed points (�Mark�) and can
be edited in the drawing mode (�Draw/Erase�).

Nerve/Vessels re�ne � On the Nerve/Vessel Re�ne page, nerve and vessel seg-
mentations are separately re�ned in the drawing mode (�Draw/Erase�). After
a re�nement of the nerves, the vessel segmentation is altered and vice versa.

3D view � This page visualizes all segmented structures. The last page displays
the NVD planning result. The user can switch on/o� the visualization of each
segmented structure and the rendering of the orthogonal slices in the 3D view.
The segmentation results are saved in the raw/dat format for transfer and
visualization in the neurosurgical department hidden from the user.

6.3.3 Evaluation: User Study

We conducted a user study to answer the following questions: Does the NVD-
Wizard. . .

. . . enable a user to conduct a NVD planning?

. . . enhance anatomical orientation in MR-CISS data?

. . . reduce time for NVD planning?

Materials: Five cases of hemifacial spasm and trigeminal neuralgia

We segmented �ve cases of hemifacial spasm (nerve-vessel contact on facial nerve) and
�ve cases of trigeminal neuralgia (nerve-vessel contact on trigeminal nerve) with the
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Figure 6.10: Users' experience with MRI data (left) and brain anatomy (right).

NVD-Wizard. Each case consists of an MR-CISS dataset (Figure 6.3, top left) with
512×512×144 voxels, each with a size of 0.39×0.39×0.4mm3 and slice distance of
0.4mm and a matching MR-TOF dataset with the same dimensions. We compared
the results to conventional NVD planning [50, 51, 52] and evaluated whether the
NVD-Wizard leads to similar results showing the pathological nerve-vessel contact
(Section 6.3.3).

Subjects: Nine Physicians with Di�erent Levels of Expertise

To assess the wizard's usability and functionality, we conducted a user study with
nine subjects with three di�erent levels of expertise. The expert was an computer
scientist with decades of experience with NVD planning and the regarding MRI
data. The assistant was a radiologist with 1.5 years of experience with CT but
almost no experience with MRI data. The student group consisted of seven medical
students with no practical experience. Figure 6.10 depict student experience levels
with brain anatomy and MR datasets. No student had experience with segmentation
or segmentation tools.

Study Design: Questionnaire and Visual Comparison

All ten datasets have been segmented with the NVD-Wizard and visually compared
to conventional results. The question was, if the pathological nerve-vessel contact
is visible. In the NVD-Wizard, results are visualized as surface models, whereas in
MeDAlyVis they are visualized with direct volume rendering with di�erent transfer
functions for the di�erent labels in the label volume (Section 6.2). For all segmenta-
tions there was ground truth available. A quantitative evaluation would have been
possible, but not meaningful; the results are only used for visualization and large
di�erences in the segmentations e.g. of the nerve would have lead to a low Jaccard
similarity and no di�erence in the visualization, whereas small di�erence in the seg-
mentation of e.g. the CSF would have lead to a high Jaccard similarity but a large
di�erence in the visualization. Figure 6.1 displays a mis-segmentation of the CSF
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that results in a gray shadow around the vessel visualization.
Additionally, we conducted a user study and asked each user to segment two data-

sets; one with a compression of the facial nerve and one with a compression of the
trigeminal nerve. We observed the users and recorded user feedback. They answered
a questionnaire assessing the usability of the wizard and how satis�ed the users were
with the segmentations and the whole software. The questionnaire contained several
parts: The �rst page informs about the purpose and the course of the user study asks
for personal information like age, sex, profession, and experience with MRI datasets
and segmentation tools. The segmentation quality part consisted of questions in
the form of �How well could you segment. . . � for each structure and was �lled in
for each NVD-Wizard run. After that the users answered questions about usability,
segmentation quality, and about the whole software. Possible answers had a range
between 1 and 4, from �disagree� to �agree�. The last part refers to IsoMetricsS

for the evaluation of graphical user interfaces based on ISO 9241/10 [40] and speci-
�es the more general answers from the previous part. Possible answers had a range
between 1 and 5, from �disagree� over �so-so� to �agree�. In seven categories,
the IsoMetricsS tests seven ISO-Norm dialog design criteria with di�erent questions:
Suitability for the task (13 questions), self-descriptiveness (10 questions), controlla-
bility (8 questions), conformity with user expectations (8 questions), error tolerance
(12 questions), suitability for learning (6 questions), suitability for individualization
(reduced to 2 questions). The users spent about 20 minutes to answer the question-
naire. A feedback round regarding usability and improvement suggestions concludes
one users run.

6.4 Results: User Study and Qualitative Evaluation

Figure 6.11 exemplarily compares results from conventional NVD planning and from
the NVD-Wizard. For a better evaluation, the results are rendered with direct volume
rendering (DVR) in the original planning framework (Figure 6.11, left and middle
column). The right column of �gure 6.11 presents results of in the NVD-Wizard
rendered with surface meshes. The pathological nerve-vessel contact was visible in
all cases. In that speci�c case, radiologists identi�ed the pathological nerve-vessel
contact between the trigeminal nerve and the lower vessel (anterior inferior cerebellar
artery - AICA). Conventional NVD planning and the NVD-Wizard revealed a second
vessel with contact to the trigeminal nerve and revealed that nerve-vessel contact to
be pathological.
Figure 6.12 depicts the results of the �rst part of the questionnaire: answers per

group for usability, segmentation, and whole software. Median ratings were �agree�
for the usability questions, �weakly agree� for segmentation, and �weakly agree� for
questions about the whole software. This indicates a high usability, as desired for
a wizard, and su�cient segmentation qualities. While users answered questions
regarding �content with the �nal result� with �agree� and �weakly agree�, two of the
users rated �I could easily achieve the �nal results� with �weakly disagree�. Those
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Figure 6.11: Comparison of conventional and NVD-Wizard results with di�erent 3D
visualization techniques: Original planning results rendered with DVR
(left), NVD-Wizard results rendered with DVR (middle), NVD-Wizard
results rendered with surface meshes (right). With the NVD-Wizard, we
were able to identify two nerve-vessel contacts, one pathological (pink
arrow) and one non-pathological (white arrow), like visible in conven-
tional NVD. The visual results are su�ciently similar. [35]

Figure 6.12: Ratings for usability (left), segmentation (middle) and the whole soft-
ware (right). [34]

users gave feedback that they needed too many steps to acquire the segmentation
results.
Median rating for segmentation quality of the CSF, the brainstem, and the vessels
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Figure 6.13: Segmentation ratings per structure. Abbreviations: A. - Artery, N. -
Nerve, PCA - posterior cerebral artery, SCA - superior cerebellar artery,
AICA/PICA - anterior/posterior inferior cerebellar artery. [34]

was �agree� and �weakly agree� for the nerves. Figure 6.13 displays segmentation
quality rating for all structures. The segmentation quality ratings are consistent with
the visibility of structures in the data. CSF, brainstem, and large vessels (basilar
artery, vertebral arteries) are visible and easy to segment. Smaller vessels and the
nerves are visible only in some cases and much harder to segment. In some cases, a
completely manual segmentation was necessary. The expert gave high segmentation
quality rating (6× �good�, 4× �with minor errors�), the assistant and the students
even higher, with a median of �good�. Subjects were able to identify the pathological
nerve-vessel contact in 70% and in 100% for the second dataset. It was visibile in
the MR-CISS slices and in the segmentation in 60% of the cases and visible in the
3D-modells in 57% of the cases.
Figure 6.14 shows the median of answers to the IsoMetricsS part for all design cri-

teria and groups. Median ratings were �agree� for conformity with user expectations,
�weakly agree� for suitability for the task, self-descriptiveness, controllability, error
tolerance, and suitability for learning and �so-so� for suitability for individualization.
The high rating on conformity with user expectations and a low rating for suitability
for individualization is characteristic for a wizard based software with clear guidance
and no means for individualization.
Especially the expert rated controllability and suitability for learning with a me-

dian rating of �disagree" and �weakly disagree", respectively and self-descriptiveness
and conformity with user expectations with a median rating of �so-so� (Figure 6.14).
This might be because his expectations are shaped by the conventional MeDAlyVis
work�ow and interactions and the NVD-Wizard does not mimic them exactly. Dur-
ing the study, the software crashed in three cases, which is re�ected in a suboptimal
rating for error tolerance. High ratings for self-descriptiveness re�ect that help and
instructions were appropriately phrased for students and the assistant. A major
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Figure 6.14: Mean ratings for IsoMetricsS categories per group; error bars depict the
minimal and maximal answer.[34]

Figure 6.15: Mean time requirement per page and group [minutes]. Error bars depict
the standard deviations.[34]

feedback in this category was that the font size was too small and the instruction
on the top of the page were too detailed on some pages and not detailed enough on
others. The expert did not use help functionality and tutorial page.
Mean time requirement for one NVD-Wizard run was 49 (σ = 21) minutes. Fig-

ure 6.15 shows measured times in minutes per group and page. Note that the expert
stayed longer on the brainstem page, this was because he gave feedback regarding
the draw/erase functionality during the wizard run.
Our observations and the feedback for functionality revealed a good suitability

for NVD planning (expert, assistant) and a good learning curve with the speci�c
neuro-anatomy (students) that �often is not-at-all as in the textbooks� (quotation
of a student). The expert could complete a NVD planning with the tool and found
automatic segmentation suggestions reasonable. Regarding usability, we observed
that the students perceived the work�ow as smooth and could apply the necessary
user interaction. They used the Tutorial page and the Help window but they would
have liked an additional labelling of the anatomic structures after segmentation.
We observed that most users skipped the Tutorial page in the second NVD-Wizard

run and were faster on the VOI page. Median time for the Tutorial page was 6 (σ = 4)
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minutes for �rst and 1 (σ = 1) minutes for second run. Median time for the VOI
page was 11 (σ = 3) minutes for �rst and 6 (σ = 2) minutes for second run. This
indicates a steep leaning curve for navigation and anatomy in MRI and �ts the high
ratings of the suitability for learning category. Also, the anatomical orientation in
the datasets was increased in the second run; some users would have liked example
pictures for the anatomy in MR-CISS.
On the contrary, the expert did perceive the interaction with the software as less

intuitive. He would have liked to have a possibility to toggle linear interpolation
in the volume data and the segmentations and recommended to integrate a visible
brush in the Draw/Erase mode and the possibility to adapt brush size more directly
(NVD-Wizard via corrections). Drawing is a major feature in MeDAlyVis.

6.5 Discussion

In Section 6.3.3 we asked three questions. The NVD-Wizard evaluation answers
them. Does the NVD-Wizard. . .

. . . enable a user to conduct a NVD planning?

Yes! We were able to reveal the pathological nerve-vessel contact in all ten cases of
hemifacial spasm and trigeminal neuralgia. The NVD-Wizard results are visu-
ally consistent with the results of a conventional NVD planning as presented
in [50, 52]. On their second wizard run, users detected the pathological nerve-
vessel contact in 100% of the cases. Segmentation quality rating was consistent
with the visibility of the structure in the MRI data and not dependent on or
restricted by NVD-Wizard functionality.

. . . enhance anatomical orientation in MR-CISS data?

Yes! Time measurement reveals that the student group � with least anatomy expe-
rience � took 11 minutes to complete the VOI page for the �rst dataset and
only 5 minutes to complete the page for the second dataset. Their feedback
re�ects that learning curve.

. . . reduce time for NVD planning?

Probably! Summing up the expert's partial time estimates leads to an overall time
estimate of 80 minutes to 5 hours for one NVD-planning. This includes 10 min-
utes to two hours of re�nement with a neuro-surgeon. Without the re�nement
discussion it would be 70 minutes to 3 hours. Students and the assistant took
48 on average and 42 minutes, respectively, to conduct one NVD-planning; a
time well below the minimal time estimate of the NVD expert. The expert
segmented one case with the NVD-Wizard and took 70 minutes for that. This
is the minimal amount of time needed for conventional planning. We expect
that this time would decrease for a second NVD-Wizard run, as the expert gave
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a lot of feedback during the NVD-Wizard run and will grow more accustomed
with the NVD-Wizard work�ow from case to case.

The user study showed that the NVD-Wizard is suitable for the task and conform
to user expectations, both for an expert and medical students. They all could seg-
ment all structures of interest and were able to use the software intuitively. All three
groups gave high ratings on usability and were satis�ed with the segmentations and
the whole software. Suitability for learning got a high rating from the student users,
re�ecting that they could learn both software and anatomy within one run. The
medium rating of suitability from the expert did result from the fact that he rather
asked colleagues for help with the software, than using the Tutorial page and Help
window. Lower ratings on the error tolerance was due to a software crash during
usage for two of the three users. In a second run, both users were able to complete
the task. The parameter self-descriptiveness analyzes whether the user knows at any
time what the software does. This is often achieved by clear software messages and
a clear menu structure. While the students found the wizard self-descriptive, the
expert gave a �so-so� rating. The menu structure and input/output options of the
wizard are deliberately restricted as lower value does not a�ect usability like in a
larger software. Suitability for individualization and controllability was rated low, as
we expected for a software based on the wizard interaction pattern. The software is
deliberately restricted and tightly guides a user rather than letting him individualize
and navigate in the software.
The feedback and observations showed that minor usability enhancements are

necessary: brush size, font size, toggle linear interpolation. These features will be
included in the next software version.
To sum up, we presented a wizard for guided neurovascular compression segmen-

tation that leads physicians through the complex task of NVD planning. Automatic
segmentation suggestions ease and speed up NVD planning, but manual segmenta-
tion re�nements are still necessary and useful due to the complex anatomy. With
the NVD-Wizard both an expert in NVD planning and non-expert medical students
could perform a NVD planning. The NVD-Wizard revealed the relevant pathological
nerve-vessel-contact in all ten cases of NVD planning.
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7 Cell-Shape-Wizard: Guided Cell
Segmentation

Fluorescence micrographs are acquired for the quantitative evaluation of di�erent
types of cell experiments within the �elds of e.g. virology, microbiology, or immunol-
ogy. Life scientists either assess and evaluate these micrographs manually or auto-
mated with adequate software tools. Nevertheless, the usage and parametrization
of these image processing and analysis methods is a challenging task that is often
infeasible for life scientists with no or little image processing or computer science
knowledge. In order to bridge the semantic gap between complex image processing
methods and their life scientist users, we propose the use of the wizard interaction
pattern for cell segmentation.

7.1 Biological Problem: Cell Segmentation for Life

Science Studies

Cell experiments within the �eld of life sciences, such as virology, immunology, or
microbiology are most often evaluated on the basis of �uorescence micrographs. As
the number and image size of cell micrographs increases by the availability of high
throughput scanning systems, a manual examination of the depicted cells and cel-
lular structures in the resulting micrographs is prone to inter- and intra-observer
errors [121] and non-reproducible [56]. Furthermore, it is a time-consuming task and
typically, only a small subset of the available micrographs and depicted cells can be
analyzed manually within a limited amount of time [85].
With the help of automated or interactive image processing and analysis tools, a

much larger subset of this image data can be assessed and evaluated, which hence

Figure 7.1: Examples of challenging image data: Low signal-to-noise ratio (left), long,
narrow features (middle), and overlapping or touching cells (right). [61]
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Figure 7.2: Usability-functionality graph of free image processing tools [37].

increases validity and reproducibility of �uorescence micrograph evaluation [85, 58].
Nattkemper [84] gives an overview of existing cell segmentation approaches. Some
of these approaches are available to the life science community in form of free mi-
crograph image processing software tools, as e.g. CellPro�ler [16, 66], Daime [21],
Blob�nder [3], ImageJ [1, 103], or MiToBo [80].
A typical �uorescence micrograph analysis consists of two steps, the detection

and segmentation of cells or cell structures (e.g. nuclei, plasma, skeleton, ...) and
a subsequential measurement part. In the measurement step, the segmentation of
the detected cells is translated into measurements such as the size, the number,
intensity, texture, colocalization, translocalization, or the ratio of cells and cellular
structures. The cell segmentation step can be further divided into preprocessing,
fore-/background separation, and cell/cell separation.
Challenges in cell segmentation are a low signal-to-noise ratio, challenging the pre-

processing, cells with long and narrow features, challenging fore-/background separa-
tion, and overlapping or touching cells, challenging cell/cell separation (Figure 7.1).
Especially the third challenge is critical: In some �uorescence micrographs cells and
cellular structures are well separated and do not touch or overlap. Here, often global
or local thresholding approaches are su�cient to separate cells and no additional
cell separation step is necessary. In the other case, when cells touch or overlap, a
cell separation step is necessary and requires the application of more complex seg-
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Figure 7.3: MiToBo's application based menu structure (left) and CellPro�ler's user
interface with local parameter documentation (right). [36]

mentations methods, such as level sets, active contours (such as snakes), or active
shape models (ASMs). In a study on 15 cell segmentation tools, we showed that the
preparation and parametrization of segmentation pipelines can be a complex task,
even for image processing experts and an even more complex task for life scientists
with no or little image processing experience; therefore, the semantic gap also exists
in cell segmentation and yawns widely between life scientists and high-end image
processing tools.

7.2 Related Work: User Guidance in Cell Segmentation

In the next section, we will present cell segmentation tools with user guidance and
the conventional cell segmentation approach we integrated in the Cell-Shape-Wizard.

7.2.1 Cell Segmentation Tools with User Guidance

While Garippa [39] listed commercial cell segmentation tools, we focus on free cell
segmentation tools used extensively by the life science community. Cell segmenta-
tion tools di�er widely in functional scope and usability. While some focus on a
speci�c application and are restricted in functionality, others come with large image
processing libraries and an extended functionality. Extended tools often also include
complex segmentation methods � like active contours. Functionality and usability
needs to be balanced in a software tool [3]: An increased functionality increases
complexity and also the need for an increased usability. Figure 7.2 plots tools re-
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Figure 7.4: Nuclei and initial cell segmentation pipeline.

garding their usability and functionality. Especially Huygens Essential [115] guides
the user through micrograph deconvolution with a wizard driven interface. CellPro-
�ler [16, 66] and MiToBo [80] are tools with a large functional scope that explicitly
integrate user guidance (Figure 7.3). With CellPro�ler, a user designs own image
processing pipelines from modules that encapsulate functionality from image pro-
cessing over object detection to object analysis. A help button for each parameter
describes the parameter and related guidelines for the adjustment of the parameter.
MiToBo is an ImageJ plugin [1, 103] and groups functionalities according to life sci-
ence problems rather than image processing categories. Speci�cally, the graphical
user interface has been developed by a life scientist and therefore should match life
scientists� expectations. Hence, parameter tuning with MiToBo remains challenging.
Both tools provide a high amount of functionality to solve various tasks in cell seg-
mentation. They provide parameter wizards and problem oriented menu structures
to structure functionality. In contrast to high functionality tools, ColorSegmentation
[46], CellSegmenter [5], Daime [21, 22], and BlobFinder [3] are tools with a reduced
functionality and complexity, restricted to one speci�c task. They use less complex
segmentation methods and integrate no speci�c user guidance.

In contrast to these examples, we propose a whole user guidance concept for com-
plex cell segmentation, in which we deliberately restrict functionality and �exibility
and guide the user through the cell segmentation task at hand. Our approach � the
Cell-Shape-Wizard � is based on a concept introduced by Franz et al. [36].

7.2.2 Conventional Cell Segmentation with CAeT

In CAeT (Section 2.3), image processing experts can segment cells with prede�ned
tree-step pipelines. Supervised learning is used to �nd the optimal parameter com-
bination comparing the segmentation result to manual segmentations.
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Figure 7.5: Re�ned cell segmentation pipeline.

Cell Segmentation Pipelines

Conventional cell segmentation has been presented by Held et al. [58, 56]. Nuclei are
segmented and used as seed points for cell segmentation on the cytoplasm image. As
this approach is not able to do advanced Cell-Cell separation, the cell segmentation
is re�ned with an ASM-supported AC approach [127]. Nuclei and initial cell seg-
mentation both consists of three steps: Preprocessing, �gure-ground separation, and
cell separation. The speci�c methods are Gaussian smoothing, k-Means clustering,
and watershed or seed watershed for nuclei or initial cell segmentation, respectively
(Figure 7.4).

Parameter Learning

The optimal parameter set is found with a genetic algorithm that varies parameters
and compares the segmentation results to a manual segmentation of the data with
a modi�ed Jaccard similarity [57]. As is it not clear which cell in the segmentation
matches a cell in the manual segmentation, cells are matched before calculating the
Jaccard similarity (Equation 3.1). Cells with no match not are taken into account.
Multiple manual segmentations are available per segmenting observer and from mul-
tiple segmenting observers, so that the intra- and inter-observer Jaccard similarity
can be calculated and compared to the Jaccard similarity of the optimal automatic
segmentation result.

Cell Splitting with Active Contours

Cell-cell separation in the re�ned cell segmentation is performed with an active con-
tours approach, whose energy function has been extended with a term that directs
the AC towards the mean shape of an ASM (Figure 7.5). This approach has been
developed by Wiesmann [127] and is more thoroughly described in section 2.2.11.

7.3 Methods: Cell-Shape-Wizard

The following chapter presents the Cell-Shape-Wizard, its structure, corrections and
interaction, and its evaluation with a user study.
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Figure 7.6: Structure of the Cell-Shape-Wizard (left) and nuclei and cytoplasm of
macrophages (right).

7.3.1 Wizard Structure

The Cell-Shape-Wizard consists of four di�erent pages (Figure 7.6). Each page in-
cludes a title bar, main instruction area, content area, and interaction and navigation
area (Figure 3.1, left).
First, the introduction page explains the purpose of the wizard, and the user can

open a dialog with more information about the functionality of the wizard. When
the user clicks the Next button, a dialog to load a data �le opens. The nuclei segmen-
tation page and cell segmentation page show an automatic segmentation proposal
for the nuclei and the cells, respectively (Figure 7.7). Both contain a viewer for
the images as well as a horizontal slider and a spin box to navigate between the
images of one dataset. An interaction area groups viewing options with buttons
for Show Nuclei/Cytoplasm/Merged Images and Show Annotations and the seg-
mentation correction. The nuclei segmentation page includes only the Draw Nuclei
button for manual segmentation correction (�Draw/Delete�), the cell segmentation
page also includes corrections to adjust cell size and circularity (�Grow/Shrink�,
�Round/Edged�) and the Save New Cells button to retrain the ASM with manually
edited cells. Segmentations are automatically saved when the user leaves the nuclei
or cell segmentation page. Nuclei serve as seed points for the cell segmentation on
the cytoplasm images. The cell segmentation corrections change parameters of the
active contours energy term. The evaluation page uses functionality from CAeT to
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Figure 7.7: Cell segmentation page with enlarged interaction area [61].

count cells, measure average cell size, and circularity.
Support is provided in two ways: First, the optional information dialog on the

introduction page brie�y explains the content and purpose of each wizard page.
Second, each page contains a help button that opens a help window with detailed
information about the segmentation, visualization, and navigation on the speci�c
page.

7.3.2 Pages and Parameters

Segmentation adaptations in the Cell-Shape-Wizard can either be performed locally
in the drawing mode or globally with optional corrections on the cell segmentation
page.

Grow/Shrink � This global correction changes k1 (Equation 2.3), which is the coef-
�cient for the elasticity of the contour. A higher k1 results in a more rigid curve
and lets the cell contour shrink, a lower k1 results in a more elastic contour
and lets the contour stretch and adapt more freely to the image edges.

Round/Edged � This global correction changes kext (Equation 2.3), which is the
coe�cient for how much the contour is drawn toward image edges. To increase
roundness of the cells kext is increased, to produce more edged cells kext is
decreased.
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Draw/Delete � In the draw mode the user can locally correct segmentation by delet-
ing nuclei/cells and drawing them anew. This interaction is used for both nuclei
and cell segmentation.

Save New Cells � On the cell segmentation page, this option is used to retrain the
ASM with manually drawn cells. The user can apply local corrections in the
drawing mode and then adjust the segmentation globally.

Parameters for the nuclei segmentation and initial cell segmentation have been
trained on the whole dataset (Section 7.2.2) and manually adjusted to macrophages
and HeLa cells [61]. They are default parameters and the Cell-Shape-Wizard hides
them from the user.

7.3.3 Evaluation: User Study

We conducted a user study to answer whether the Cell-Shape-Wizard meets all of
its requirements: usability, segmentation accuracy, and time requirement. Therefore
we ask the following questions: Does the Cell-Shape-Wizard . . .

. . . facilitate cell segmentation?

. . . provide helpful segmentation guidance to the user?

. . . require an adequate amount of time for cell segmentation?

. . . produce accurate segmentation results?

Material: 52 Macrophages and 60 HeLa Cells

The user study included two di�erent cell types: macrophages and HeLa cells (Fig-
ure 7.8, top). Both datasets have been captured with a Zeiss Axio Scan.Z1 micro-
scope, recording multiple images with 1388 × 1040 pixels each. Macrophages have
been recorded with an 40× oil objective, resulting in a pixel size of 0,163µm2 and
a coverage area of 452 × 340µm2 for each image. HeLa cells have been recorded
with an 20× oil objective resulting in a pixel size of 0,326µm and a coverage area of
226 × 170µm2 for each image. The nuclei of both cell types were dyed with DAPI.
The cytoplasm of the macrophages was dyed with CD11b/APC and the cytoplasm of
the HeLa cells was dyed with DiD. Image stacks contained one image for the nuclei,
one image for the cytoplasm, a merged image and an additional transmitted light
image for the HeLa cells (Figure 7.8). We selected three image per cell type depicting
a total of 52 macrophages and 60 HeLa cells.
Figure 7.8 (�rst row) depicts manual segmentations that have been generated by a

trained expert, who manually delineated nuclei and cytoplasm of all cells on a Wacom
tablet, and are available for all cells in all images. We use the manual segmentation
as a reference to assess segmentation accuracy with the Cell-Shape-Wizard. Di�erent
experts segmented the data multiple times. The Jaccard similarity between di�erent
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Figure 7.8: Example image stacks for macrophages (left) and HeLa cells (right). Im-
age stacks contain a merged, a nuclei, and a cytoplasm image (from left
to right). HeLa stacks additionally contain a transmitted light image.
[61]

observers was 0.78 for macrophages and 0.70 for HeLa cells (intra-observer accuracy)
and the Jaccard similarity between di�erent segmentations of one observer was 0.74
for macrophages and 0.67 for HeLa cells (inter-observer accuracy) [56].

Subjects: Four Life Scientists and Six Computer Scientists

All cells have been segmented by four subjects with a background in life science
and six subjects with a background in computer science. The life scientists, mainly
biologists, re�ect the target user group for the Cell-Shape-Wizard. Two of the �ve
life scientists had experience with manual segmentation, none had experience with
segmentation tools. The computer scientists can provide feedback on the whole
software, as they are more experienced with software and image processing. Two
of the six computer scientists had experience with segmentation tools, none had
experience with cell segmentation.

Study Design: Questionnaire and Segmentation Accuracy

All subjects were asked to segment the macrophages and HeLa cell dataset with the
Cell-Shape-Wizard, to �ll in a questionnaire, and give feedback on the Cell-Shape-
Wizard. The time for a Cell-Shape-Wizard run was captured. The questionnaire
�rst asks for general and personal information like age, sex, profession, and experi-
ence with manual cell segmentation and cell segmentation tools. The second part
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Figure 7.9: Number of answers for life scientists (left) and computer scientists (right)
per category.

contains di�erent categories with a di�erent number of questions per category: us-
ability (�ve questions), support (four questions), time requirement (one question),
and the wizard concept (three questions). The third part contains questions to rate
the segmentations with one part for the macrophages and one part for the HeLa cells
(category segmentation with three questions). Subjects choose from the possible an-
swers of �agree�, �weakly agree�, �weakly disagree�, and �disagree� with an additional
�N/S� if the question was not applicable. Segmentation accuracy was measured with
the Jaccard similarity, comparing the Cell-Shape-Wizard results to manual segmen-
tations (Section 7.3.3). The Jaccard similarity per cell was averaged over each image
stack and all image stacks.

7.4 Results: User Study and Quantitative Evaluation

Two life scientists had experience with manual segmentation of cell data and two
computer scientists experience with segmentation tools. Median ratings are �weakly
agree� for the usability, segmentation (HeLa and Macrophages), and wizard concept
category and �agree� for the support and the time requirement category. Figure 7.9
depicts the answers per category.
Only 4 (of 10) subjects read the optional tutorial and used the provided help

functions. That's why there are so many �N/S� ratings in the support category.
The time requirement was within the range of 9-32 minutes with an average time

of 14 minutes and was perceived as little; all ratings ranged between �weakly agree�
and �agree� (Figure 7.9).
In the segmentation category, life scientist where more critical than computer

scientists (Figure 7.9). The fact that the HeLa cells where more di�cult to segment
is not re�ected in the subjects' ratings. Figure 7.10 exemplarily shows Cell-Shape-
Wizard segmentation results generated by subjects. The averaged Jaccard similarity
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Figure 7.10: Example segmentation results (left, right) for macrophages (top) and
HeLa cells (bottom) in comparison to manual reference segmentation
(middle) [61].

over all images and subjects was J̄ = 0.71 (σ = 0.04) for macrophages and J̄ = 0.46
(σ = 0.06) for HeLa cells. Table 7.1 depicts the averaged Jaccard indices for each
micrograph. The segmentation task of the HeLa cells was perceived more di�cult
than the segmentation of the macrophages. This coincides with the quantitative
results via Jaccard similarity.
The subjects' feedback revealed that they liked the tight guidance through the

segmentation process. They perceived the wizard concept as coherent and the Cell-
Shape-Wizard as easy to use. Some subjects would have perceived more feedback
from the wizard as reassuring and comforting regarding their decisions. Feedback
about missing features was controversial: While some would have liked less options,

Macrophages HeLa Cells
Results Reference Results Reference

Micrograph 1 0.78 (σ =
0.04)

0.45 (σ =
0.05)

Micrograph 2 0.68 (σ =
0.04)

0.78 / 0.74 0.47 (σ =
0.05)

0.70 / 0.67

Micrograph 3 0.67 (σ =
0.03)

0.46 (σ =
0.08)

Table 7.1: Mean Jaccard similarity and standard deviation for each segmented mi-
crograph in comparison to inter-/intra-observer accuracy reference.
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other would have liked to navigate through the images stacks directly and not with
the provided slider. The slider is rather small and limited to sequential navigation;
impractical for datasets with more image stacks. Manual segmentation in the wizard
is limited to two options: delete and draw. Subjects would have liked to use morpho-
logical erosion and dilation and to increase and decrease cells at their boundaries.

7.5 Discussion

The Cell-Shape-Wizard should be an intuitive and self-explanatory tool which facil-
itates cell segmentation with an active contours approach. In Section 7.3.3 we asked
three questions that the previous Cell-Shape-Wizard evaluation can answer. Does
the Cell-Shape-Wizard . . .

. . . facilitate cell segmentation?

Yes! Usability ratings (Figure 7.9) indicate a high content with the usability of the
software. Also median ratings of �weakly agree� on the statements �For me it
was easy to achieve this segmentation result� and �The wizard facilitates cell
segmentation� with a minimal rating of �weakly disagree� showed an overall
consent with the usability of the Cell-Shape-Wizard.

. . . provide helpful segmentation guidance to the user?

Yes! Wizard concept ratings (Figure 7.9) reveals a rather high content with the user
guidance in the wizard. Statements �The procedure of the Cell-Shape-Wizard
is intuitive", �I had no problems following the procedure of the Cell-Shape-
Wizard", and �I felt well guided" where rated with a median of �weakly agree�.
That shows that the subjects perceived tight user guidance as helpful and felt
well guided. The feedback also included that details in the wizard are not
always obvious to the user, while the wizard concept is clear.

. . . require an adequate amount of time for cell segmentation?

Yes! Time requirement was perceived highly adequate with a median rating of
�agree�, to the statement �Time requirement is adequate�. The subjects agreed
that a manual segmentation would not lead to better or equal segmentation
results faster.

. . . produce accurate segmentation results?

Partially! Segmentation results in �gures 7.10 (top) and 7.11 (top) show correctly
segmented shapes of the macrophages and non-correctly segmented cell exten-
sions. Figures 7.10 (bottom) and 7.11 (bottom) depict mis-segmentations of
the HeLa cells. HeLa cells are overlapping, have elongated shape, and the
image contrast is low. This leads to missing extensions in the segmentation,
an incorrect cell-cell separation, and missing cell extensions (Figure 7.11 c,d),
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Figure 7.11: Exemplary mis-segmentations of macrophages (top) and HeLa cells
(bottom) with reference segmentation(left) and segmentation result
(right): (a) Correct segmentation of the coarse shape, (b) Missing cell
extensions, (c) Incorrect cell-cell separation, (d) Mis-segmentation at
missing borders.

respectively. For macrophages, a segmentation accuracy of 0.71 is only slightly
below the inter-observer accuracy of 0.78 and intra-observer accuracy of 0.74
for the manual segmentation. For HeLa cells, a segmentation accuracy of 0.46
is clearly below the inter-observer accuracy of 0.70 and intra-observer accuracy
of 0.67. HeLa cells were the more challenging cell segmentation problem, due
to the image quality, the HeLa cells' shape with long extensions, and a larger
number of overlapping cells.

Our study also revealed that not all users read instructions and none used the help
function when facing a problem. That means that support needs to be integrated
di�erently, e.g. with help messages relating to the users' actions. With those, the
users would be more secure in the execution of the task. Another way to provide
support, would be to highlight areas of interest in the user interface to draw the
user's attention to the most likely interaction; e.g. draw the users' attention to the
save button after he has drawn a new cell.
Subjects also would have liked a more convenient way to navigate through multiple

image stacks and within one stack. The current navigation with a slider restricts the
users view to a single image and gives no overview about the extend of image data.
This could be improved e.g. with a list of all image stacks in the interaction section
on the left side of the screen. Additionally, the display of the nuclei segmentation
needs to be adapted. Users tend to verify the shape of the nuclei segmentation when
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presented with the whole segmentation, not knowing that only one nucleus � as a
seed point for cytoplasm segmentation � needs to be present in the segmentation. A
possible solution would be to visualize the nuclei segmentation with an icon on each
segmented nucleus, e.g. a cross or star. During the study we observed that subjects
corrected the segmentations mainly manually, neglecting the automatic corrections.
This is not surprising, as life scientists are used to annotate images manually, and it
is a fast and e�cient way to produce optimal results. Corrections, on the contrary
could possibly lead to unexpected or inferior segmentation results. Also, the manual
segmentation needs to integrate additional features, like merge cells, add parts to
cells, or manipulate cell contours by pulling contour points. Users know these features
from other image processing tools and expect them in the Cell-Shape-Wizard. Also,
Dach et al. [20] showed that a graphics tablet could support drawing interaction
further. It could also be used for the Cell-Shape-Wizard.
A major drawback of the Cell-Shape-Wizard is that all corrections are global, i.e.

all cells grow when the user presses the Increase Size button. Global corrections do
not only in�uence cells in the current image stacks, but on all � possibly currently
not visible cells � and cells that have already been segmented correctly. A solution
to this, would be local corrections.

7.6 Outlook: Local Cell Segmentation

Instead of global corrections, the user should be able to select cells and apply cor-
rections only to the selected cells.
The segmentation pipelines for nuclei and initial cell segmentation produce satis-

fying results, especially for separated cells. The re�ned cell segmentation is neces-
sary when cells touch or overlap or when cell contours are not visible in the micro-
graphs (Section 3.1.3). For that, the ASM-supported AC is applied and can be ad-
justed by the user through three global corrections: �Grow/Shrink�, �Round/Edged�,
�Draw/Erase� with �Save New Cells�. All global corrections change all cells and with
that also cells that are not visible to the user at the moment. This is not intuitive,
and we will adjust the wizard to use only local corrections in the future. We propose
the following adaptations to change the global to local corrections:

Select cells � To transform all corrections to local corrections we need to integrate
a selection scheme for cells. Interaction should include means to select one
and multiple cells and to exclude one, more, or all cells in an image stack.
Visualization should colorize selected cells, e.g. with another overlay color or
segmentation boundary color.

Deselect isolated cells � Also corrections should not be applied to isolated cells,
as they are usually well segmented with the three-step segmentations pipeline.
Corrections are useful for touching or overlapping cells, that could be identi�ed
with a measurement of the distance between the boundaries of two cells.
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Keep drawn cells � When the user draws a cell this segmentation should be con-
sidered optimal and not been altered by any correction.

Update ASM partially � We should update the ASM only with
manually adjusted cells and not retrain it with all cells. A partial update might
lead to a better model as previously not included cell shapes might then be
included in the model.

Visualize ASM � To give feedback about the current ASM, we could visualize either
the mean shape of the ASM or - more intuitively - visualize how much a cell
segmentation di�ers from the mean shape in term of ASM variances. Together
with the �rst option, this allow to adjust the ASM directly. The �st two adap-
tations are adaptable to all corrections, the latter two only to �Draw/Delete�
plus �Save New Cells�

These adaptations will be integrated to the Cell-Shape-Wizard in the near future.
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Semantic Gap

Do image processing wizards bridge the semantic gap between domain experts and
segmentation methods? We can answer this question only related to the provided
wizard examples: Yes, they do!

8.1 Wizards Bridge the Semantic Gap

In the next chapter, we will discuss that statement with �ndings from our user studies
in the categories time requirement, functionality, and usability.

8.1.1 Time Requirement

Time requirement in a wizard either needs to be lower than the conventional process,
when a conventional process is available (NVC-, Cell-Shape-Wizard), or perceived
as appropriate, when this process is not yet integrated in the daily routine and
no reference process is available (CI-Wizard). Runtime of the NVC-Wizard was
substantially lower than the time of the conventional process. Runtime of the Cell-
Shape-Wizard was perceived as little and users stated that they could not have
performed the task in another tool. Runtime of the CI-Wizard was perceived as
adequate, and it declined over the trials. The only critical ratings regarding runtime
concerned the CI-Wizard: Some users, especially senior physicians, rated the time
requirement of the CI-Wizard high. As there is no conventional task to compare
the wizard to especially medical seniors experienced the image processing task as
unnecessary. This does not disagree with our basic �nding: In all studied examples
wizard time requirement was ful�lled.

8.1.2 Functionality

Functionality in a wizard needs to be su�ciently high to solve the image analysis
task. Segmentation wizards o�er appropriate functionality, when a segmentation
task could be performed with su�ciently high correctness. What means su�ciently
high? Either there is ground truth available for a segmentation or not. Segmenta-
tion correctness in tasks with ground truth that rely on accurate segmentations, e.g.
subsequent measurements, is measured with segmentation accuracy (Cortex-Wizard,
Cell-Shape-Wizard). In other tasks, e.g. segmentation for visualization, segmenta-
tion accuracy does not measure segmentation correctness and user rating need to
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be evaluated. The Cortex-Wizard produces results in the accuracy range of compa-
rable cortex segmentation tools. The Cell-Shape-Wizard produces accurate results
only for one of two studied cell types. Its global segmentation methods and interac-
tion scheme (Section 8.1.3) do not facilitate more accurate segmentation results for
HeLa cells. The CI-Wizard's and NVD-Wizard's segmentations are used for a 3D
visualization of the data. Segmentation quality ratings are a more convincing mea-
surement for the functionality of both wizards than segmentation accuracy. Median
segmentation quality rating was �good�, the highest rating for CI- and NVD-Wizard,
but di�ered from structure to structure indicating a dependency of the rating from
the users experience with anatomy and the volume data. Nevertheless, despite only
low or little experience in image processing, all users were able to perform complex
segmentations tasks with the presented wizards.

8.1.3 Usability

There are two more causes for mis-segmentations than missing functionality: (A)
When the user is inexperienced with the data and is not able to asses segmentation
quality and (B) when the user is not able to use the provided functionality. The
wizard evaluations address both causes:
During the NVD- and CI-Wizard studies we observed that less experienced users in

regards to anatomy or CT data were not able to perform wizard sub-tasks (e.g. �mark
a structure�) without additional support, therefore cause (A) for mis-segmentations
applies. We provided support with a tutorial page (NVD-Wizard), help windows,
and a short oral introduction to the wizard and the anatomy of interest in CT data
(CI-Wizard). With that support, users were not only able to complete the tasks,
but also showed a steep learning curve with the image data. After the �rst CI-
Wizard run, users could identify most anatomical structures, run time decreased
notably, and the users' feedback indicated that they felt a lot more comfortable with
the data. Nevertheless, one structure � the chorda tympani � was hardly visible in
some datasets and only experts were able to segment the chorda tympani in those
datasets. From �rst to second run of the NVD-Wizard, all subjects were faster on
the anatomy page and an average spent 6 instead of 11 minutes to that page. The
�ndings suggest that our wizards support learning of anatomy in CT and we plan
to integrate an anatomical orientation page in the future medical image processing
wizards.
During all of our studies, all users were able to perform the tasks at hand. All

domain experts would also not have been able to achieve the results with another tool.
That means, they were able to use the provided functionality to produce a solution
without su�ering from mis-segmentations due to cause (B) therefore, except for some
cases in the CI-Wizard to cause (B). We measured usability with questionnaires and
identi�ed usability problems with user feedback and observations. The CI-Wizard
usability rating was rated �with smaller error�, one user gave a rating of �with errors�.
Causes for this suboptimal ratings were software crashes and the users' inability to
achieve an optimal segmentation result for some structures (position of tympanic
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membrane in segmentation), insecurity with unguided segmentations (nerves and
round window), and the users' inability to apply the appropriate corrections (cochlea
mis-segmentations). Only the latest cause � not being able to use corrections �
directly refers to usability and the variety of causes show that this question in the
CI-Wizard questionnaire was not speci�c enough. The usability evaluation of the
NVD-Wizard was more accurate and revealed a rather high conformity with user
expectations and high self-descriptiveness. The user of the Cell-Shape-Wizard study
rated usability and the wizard concept rather high. Our �ndings indicate that the
usability of the wizard was high enough to perform each particular task and rated
rather high, but left some critical points to discuss: the segmentation concept (CI-,
Cell-Shape-Wizard), phrasing of corrections and instructions (NVD-, CI-Wizard),
and the interaction in the drawing mode and with the data (NCD-, Cell-Shape-
Wizard).

Segmentation concept � When the segmentation concept is not perfectly applica-
ble to the image processing task at hand, an image processing wizard cannot
have optimal usability. In the Cell-Shape-Wizard, we used global corrections
to adjust cells. This was not intuitive for the users, as cells that have been
edited before or are not visible at the moment they are altered. We inter-
preted cell segmentation as global segmentation, but each cell segmentation is
independent from the segmentation of other cells and a segmentation concept
should allow for local corrections (Section 7.6). Another example is the separa-
tion of acoustic canal and tympanic cavity. Although CI-Wizard instructions
explicitly stated that the boundary is approximated, users were confused and
expected the boundary to be located at the tympanic membrane.

Phrasing of corrections and instructions � To phrase corrections
and instructions to be meaningful and intuitive is a challenging task that needs
to be custom made for the speci�c user. There also were variations between
user groups (experienced and less experienced physicians) in how instructions
and corrections were interpreted. One needs to phrase instructions anatomi-
cally correctly, speci�cally, and precisely. Image processing details about where
to place a seed point are in some cases not trivial to translate. Parameter
translation is di�cult and needs an iterative process. Corrections and instruc-
tions need to be discussed with the user and iteratively adjusted. Examples
for iteratively adjusted phrases come from the CI- and NVD-Wizard. In the
NVD-Wizard study, the expert and students would have preferred a di�erent
phrasing of the instructions: Some were too anatomically detailed for the ex-
pert and not detailed enough for the students. The Select corrections for the
round window asks the user to select one of the round window candidate re-
gions. The location of the seed point needs to be only roughly in the area of
the round window, but physicians, especially experts, tried to detect the ex-
act location of the round window. Correcting missing parts or over-segmented
parts of the cochlea was also not self-descriptive and needed further explana-
tion. Additionally, it is often di�cult to describe changes in the segmentation
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when phrasing corrections that are related to segmentation pipeline parame-
ters. The use of postprocessing corrections like morphological Grow/Shrink
and Hole/Bump removal would increase the intuitiveness of corrections.

Drawing and data interaction � Another crucial point for the users perception of
usability was navigation and modi�cation of the data. Experienced users like
to navigate in the data the way the are used to and intuitive handling is
only possible with the same interaction scheme for data navigation. Also, the
drawing mode has a high in�uence on the usability rating. If, like for the NVD-
Wizard, many manual corrections are necessary, an intuitive drawing mode
becomes even more important: e.g. an intuitive adjustment and visualization
of the brush size is more important than the integration of an elaborate image
processing method. While drawing is intuitive for region-based segmentation,
contour-based segmentation like in the Cell-Shape wizard need to integrate
means to adjust contours, e.g. by moving contour points with the mouse.
As Cell-Shape-Wizard users used the drawing mode much more than optional
correction, an ergonomic drawing mode would largely increase the usability of
the wizard.

Our studies showed that not all user read instructions and no user relied on the help
functionality when facing a problem. Some also skipped the NVD-Wizard navigation
tutorial. That indicates that support needs to be integrated di�erently. Possible
alternatives would be to pop-up help messages relating to the users' actions or to
highlight areas of interest in the user interface to draw the users' attention to the
most likely interaction.
Despite the previously discussed crucial points, image processing wizards do bridge

the semantic gap between life scientists and image processing methods. Only when
the usability of a tool is high, a user is able to exploit the full functionality scope
of a tool without training. Many users are focused on their domain and are not
willing to spend time training the usage of an image processing tool. This leads to
usability as a key aspect in an image processing tool designed for life scientists. But
how can we design tools with high usability: No approach is as sound as the users
opinion. In this thesis we gathered experience not only with the wizard interaction
pattern but also with user studies. The users' feedback and ratings, especially from
inexperienced users, is a valuable means to identify usability issues and learn about
the users' expectations.

8.2 Outlook

Additional to usability evaluation, segmentation evaluation is necessary in a wizard.
In the future we plan to enhance segmentation evaluation the usage of metrics,
that include more than the used Jaccard index, e.g. Cárdenes et al. [15] or Udupa
et al. [119]. A guideline about the characteristics of di�erent segmentation metrics
is found in Taha and Hanbury [117]. Additionally the classical comparison with
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a gold standard or reference segmentation from an experienced user does not take
into account, that also the segmentions from one and more experienced user display
intra- and intrasubject variations, respectively. To counter this e�ect we could use
STAPLE or implement means for automatic segmentation evaluation. STAPLE
compares a segmentation to more than one reference segmentations and evaluates,
in which amount it deviates from the reference segmentations, in relation to the
reference segmentations to themselves [122]. Segmentation could be evaluated with
machine learning methods [38].
In all of the four presented wizards there are open tasks for the future. We plan

to use the CSP-Wizard for the segmentions of tumor marginal to the cortex surface.
The NVD-Wizard requires the extension of the draw/erase mode, to be more precise
than the current draw/erase mode. An integration of a direct volume visualization
would allow the user to asses NVD planning results directly in the wizard. For the
Cell-Wizard, we would like to integrate means for local corrections and plan to imple-
ment the concept introduced in Section 7.6. The CI-Wizards needs to integrate new
segmentation approaches for the segmentation of the nerves, the stapes and intra-
cochlear anatomy. These structures can not be segmentation semi-automatically
with region-based segmentation methods, like presented here. Other groups have
shown, that a statistical shape model is able to segment facial nerve and chorda
tympani [88, 87] and might also be suitable for stapes segmentation.
Useful for all wizard is also the integration of tools for segmentation editing and

to substitute the some combinations of semi-automatic segmentation and corrections
with interactive segmentation. We will integrate the random walker algorithm, which
requires the user to coarsely label some fore- and some background pixel and for each
pixel computes the probability, that a random walker from one of the labels reaches
the pixel �rst [43, 42]. Also segmentation editing in the tools is currently solely
manual. This renders larger corrections a time-consuming task. In the future we
will integrate an intelligent scissors tool. Additionally, Heckel et al. [54] gives an
overview about segmentation editing in medical imaging an will serve as a guideline
for the selection of intuitive and e�cient tools.
In our studies, inexperienced physicians helped us to identify an additional appli-

cation of image processing wizard: a tool for anatomy training. Most students and
even assistant physicians were not able to orient in a volume dataset before a short
verbal anatomy instruction and training with the wizard. After they had �played�
with the data in one or two wizard runs, they were much more secure and became
quickly acquainted with the data. For this application, the verbal anatomy instruc-
tion needs to be integrated in the wizard. An anatomy page could show example
data and structure the orientation in the data. Additionally, the navigation tutorial
could be integrated with the anatomy tutorial, letting them train the data navigation
as a sideline of the anatomy, reducing frustration with the navigation and data later
on.
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Questionnaire CI-Wizard

Fragebogen zur Evaluation des 

 CI-Wizard 

 
 
 
 
Probandennummer:__________________ (wird vom Studienleiter eingetragen) 
Probandenkürzel:    __________________  (erster Buchstaben Ihres Namens und Vornamens) 
 

Alter: O 20-29  O 30-39 O 40-49  O 50-59 O > 60 

Geschlecht:  O männlich O weiblich 

Berufsgruppe: O Radiologie O HNO-Chirurgie  O Informatik O _____________ 

 
Ich bin seit _____ Jahren in meinem Gebiet tätig 
 
Falls sie HNO-Chirurg sind: 
Ich führe _______ HNO-chirurgische Eingriffe im Jahr durch. 
Hiervon _______ Cochlea Implantationen.  
 
Meine Erfahrung mit… 

CT Daten: O viel O wenig O keine 

Anatomie des Ohres: O viel O wenig O keine 

Computersoftware: O viel O wenig O keine 

Segmentierung: O viel O wenig O keine 

 
 
 
 
Im Folgenden bitten wir Sie 4 Datensätze mit dem CIWizard zu bearbeiten und zu jedem Datensatz  
Fragen zu beantworten. Im Anschluss finden Sie auf Seite 4 noch allgemeine Fragen zu 
Bedienbarkeit und Zeitbedarf.  
 
Öffnen Sie nun bitte den CIWizard, geben Ihr Kürzel ein und wählen Datensatz 1 aus. 
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Questionnaire Cell-Shape-Wizard

1 

 

Fragebogen zur Benutzbarkeit des Zell-Segmentierungs-Wizards 

 

Probandennummer: __________________         Datum: _______________ 

Gestartet um: __________ Beendet um: __________       Dauer: ________________ 

Altersgruppe: O 20-29  O 30-39  O 40-49  O 50-59  O > 60 

Geschlecht: O männlich  O weiblich 

Berufsgruppe: 

□ Student/in im Studiengang ______________________  (Ba/Ma), Semester __________ 

□ wissenschaftliche/r Mitarbeiter/in im Fachbereich ______________________________ 

□ sonstiges________________________________________________________________ 

Erfahrung im Auswerten von mikroskopischen Zellbildern 

per Hand (am PC)       □ ja,  _____ Jahre □ nein, keine Erfahrung 

mit einem Segmentierungs-Tool   □ ja,  _____ Jahre □ nein, keine Erfahrung 

ausgewertete/r  Zelltyp/en: _______________ ___________________________________ 

Falls Erfahrung mit Software zur Zell-Segmentierung vorhanden 

Folgende Software wurde verwendet___________________________________________  

 

Starten Sie den Segmentierungs-Wizard und führen eine Zellsegmentierung durch. Lesen Sie hierzu die 

Benutzereinführung auf der ersten Seite und folgen den Anweisungen. 

Datensätze von Zellen finden Sie unter:  

 Dataset_Hanna_MA/Makro/debug_makro.xml 

 Dataset_Hanna_MA/HeLa/debug_hela.xml 

Sie werden im Programm an die entsprechende Stelle geführt. 

 

Füllen Sie im Anschluss den restlichen Fragebogen aus.
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2 

 

Bewertung der Benutzbarkeit des Zell-Segmentierungs-Wizards 

Bitte bewerten Sie die Benutzbarkeit des Segmentierungs-Wizards ohne Beachtung der Segmentierungs-

ergebnisse 

 

1. Der Programmablauf ist intuitiv 

O trifft voll zu  O trifft eher zu  O trifft nicht zu  O trifft gar nicht zu  

 

2. Die Benutzereinführung vor Beginn ist  

O Benutzereinführung übersprungen 

a. sinnvoll 

O trifft voll zu  O trifft eher zu  O trifft nicht zu  O trifft gar nicht zu  

b. hilfreich 

O trifft voll zu  O trifft eher zu  O trifft nicht zu  O trifft gar nicht zu  

 

3. Es fiel mir leicht dem Programablauf zu folgen 

O trifft voll zu  O trifft eher zu  O trifft nicht zu  O trifft gar nicht zu  

 

4. Bei Bedarf habe ich Hilfestellung erhalten 

O trifft voll zu  O trifft eher zu  O trifft nicht zu  O trifft gar nicht zu  

O keine Hilfe verwendet 

 

5. Die Hilfestellungen sind klar formuliert und weiterführend 

O trifft voll zu  O trifft eher zu  O trifft nicht zu  O trifft gar nicht zu  

O keine Hilfe verwendet 

 

6. Ich hatte große Probleme mich zurechtzufinden 

O trifft voll zu  O trifft eher zu  O trifft nicht zu  O trifft gar nicht zu  

 

7. Ich habe mich gut durch die Segmentier-Aufgabe geführt gefühlt 

O trifft voll zu  O trifft eher zu  O trifft nicht zu  O trifft gar nicht zu   

 

8. Mir war immer klar, was ich zu tun habe 

O trifft voll zu  O trifft eher zu  O trifft nicht zu  O trifft gar nicht zu   
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3 

 

Bewertung der Zellsegmentierung 

Im folgenden Teil geht es um die Bewertung der Ergebnisse der Zellsegmentierung 

Datensatz 1: Makrophagen 

9. Ich bin mit dem Endergebnis der Segmentierung zufrieden 

O trifft voll zu  O trifft eher zu  O trifft nicht zu  O trifft gar nicht zu  

 

10. Es war leicht für mich dieses Ergebnis zu erzielen 

O trifft voll zu  O trifft eher zu  O trifft nicht zu  O trifft gar nicht zu  

 

11. Die schrittweise Verbesserung der Segmentierung hat gut funktioniert 

O trifft voll zu  O trifft eher zu  O trifft nicht zu  O trifft gar nicht zu 

 

12. Der Datensatz beinhaltet eine komplexe Segmentier-Aufgabe 

O trifft voll zu  O trifft eher zu  O trifft nicht zu  O trifft gar nicht zu 

Wenn Erfahrung mit anderen Tools: 

13. Ich hätte mit einem Segmentierungs-Tool vergleichbare Segmentierungsergebnisse erzielt 

O trifft voll zu  O trifft eher zu  O trifft nicht zu  O trifft gar nicht zu  

 

14. Im Vergleich zu anderen Tools war es leicht, dieses Ergebnis zu erzielen 

O trifft voll zu  O trifft eher zu  O trifft nicht zu  O trifft gar nicht zu 

Datensatz 2: HeLa-Zellen 

15. Ich bin mit dem Endergebnis der Segmentierung zufrieden 

O trifft voll zu  O trifft eher zu  O trifft nicht zu  O trifft gar nicht zu  

 

16. Es war leicht für mich dieses Ergebnis zu erzielen 

O trifft voll zu  O trifft eher zu  O trifft nicht zu  O trifft gar nicht zu  

 

17. Die schrittweise Verbesserung der Segmentierung hat gut funktioniert 

O trifft voll zu  O trifft eher zu  O trifft nicht zu  O trifft gar nicht zu 

 

18. Der Datensatz beinhaltet eine komplexe Segmentier-Aufgabe 

O trifft voll zu  O trifft eher zu  O trifft nicht zu  O trifft gar nicht zu 

Wenn Erfahrung mit anderen Tools: 

19. Ich hätte mit einem Segmentierungs-Tool vergleichbare Segmentierungsergebnisse erzielt 

O trifft voll zu  O trifft eher zu  O trifft nicht zu  O trifft gar nicht zu  

 

20. Im Vergleich zu anderen Tools war es leicht, dieses Ergebnis zu erzielen 

O trifft voll zu  O trifft eher zu  O trifft nicht zu  O trifft gar nicht zu 
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4 

 

Bewertung des gesamten Programms 

Zum Schluss ein paar Fragen zum gesamten Programm 

21. Ich bin mit Programmablauf und Segmentierungsergebnis insgesamt zufrieden 

O trifft voll zu  O trifft eher zu  O trifft nicht zu  O trifft gar nicht zu 

 

22. Ich würde dieses Programm zur Zellsegmentierung selber nutzen und / oder Kollegen empfehlen 

O trifft voll zu  O trifft eher zu  O trifft nicht zu  O trifft gar nicht zu 

 

23. Der Wizard ist eine Erleichterung zur Zellsegmentierung 

O trifft voll zu  O trifft eher zu  O trifft nicht zu  O trifft gar nicht zu  

 

24. Der zeitliche Aufwand ist angemessen 

O trifft voll zu  O trifft eher zu  O trifft nicht zu  O trifft gar nicht zu 

Wenn Erfahrung mit Hand-Annotationen: 

25. Segmentierung per Hand (am PC) führt schneller zu vergleichbaren oder besseren Ergebnissen  

a. Makrophagen 

O  trifft voll zu  O trifft eher zu  O trifft nicht zu  O trifft gar nicht zu 

b. HeLa-Zellen 

O trifft voll zu  O trifft eher zu  O trifft nicht zu  O trifft gar nicht zu 

Wenn Erfahrung mit anderen Tools: 

26. Mit anderen Segmentierungs-Tools komme ich schneller auf vergleichbare oder bessere Ergebnisse 

a. Makrophagen 

O  trifft voll zu  O trifft eher zu  O trifft nicht zu  O trifft gar nicht zu 

b. HeLa-Zellen 

O trifft voll zu  O trifft eher zu  O trifft nicht zu  O trifft gar nicht zu 

 

 

 

 

Vielen Dank für Ihre Zeit! 
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